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• I "O portray the march of activity a t Xavier Uni-
* versity during the scholastic year 1937-1938 is 
the aim of the present volume of T H E M U S K E T E E R 
which has been published through the combined efforts 
of Vincent E. Smith, editor-in-chief, Vincent H. 
Beckman, business manager, and their respective staffs. 
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• I ' o THE M O S T R E V . GEORGE J. REHRING, S.T.D., 
who was consecrated Auxiliary Bishop of Cin-
cinnati on October 8, 1937, in humble appreciation of 
his inspiring Catholic leadership, his profound influence 
upon the Catholic Church of this community, his zeal 
as a member of the Hierarchy, and his outstanding 
contribution to the Archdiocesan program of Catholic 
Action, do we respectfully dedicate this fifteenth volume 
of T H E M U S K E T E E R . 
M O S T R E V . GEORGE J. REHRING, S.T.D., 
Aaxdlary Bishop oj Cincinnati 
^ij^^^^^ 
^ " TUDENTS at a Catholic college are doubly privileged in having 
not only the full depository of reason and revelation from 
which to gain t ruth but custodians to guide them whose foot-
steps are themselves an education. All the store-house of 
Catholic teaching is supplemented by the exemplary Jesuit 
fathers whose aim it is not so much to teach men how to make 
a living as to teach men how to live. 
In the day when the avenues to t ruth have been congested 
by the traf^ckings of men who follow no signs and obey no laws, 
it is the fortune of Xavier students to pursue a well-regulated, 
well-illuminated course of study under the leadership of men 
whose deep religious spirit is truly an inspiration. I t is the spirit 
of Christian love that finds visible expression in the daily class-
room lives of the Jesuit fathers and fashions such stirring models 
for Xavier students. 
Rev. Dennis F . Burns, S. J., president of Xavier, is a typical 
son of St. Ignatius. His kindly influence during his three years 
at Xavier has left its mark upon the institution and its students. 
R E V . D E N N I S F . BURNS, S.J., A.M., P H . D . , S.T.D., 
President oj Xai^ler Uminersdy 
Book I: University 
Book II: Classes 
Book III: Organizations 
^ 
Book IV: Activities 
Book V: Athletics 
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VICTORY BOULEVARD 
• l'^'"''-:^'^^-
From the Air 
Campus 
t^NTRANCE to the fieldhouse . . . the basketball 
^ - * . . . the handball . . . the R. O. T. C. . . . the 
yells when the Muskies pull one out of the fire . . . 
the joy of victory . . . and defeat. 
t ^ L E T HALL . . . campus 
•^"^ home for all resident 
students . . . scene of work 
. . . and play . . . the 
scramble for rooms when 
the "lights out" signal is 



















' H E UNION BUILDING and recreation . . . all play, 
and also work . . . the Clef Club . . . the Tavern 
the clangor of the cafeteria . . . billiards, bowling 
and dances. 
j \ SNOW LADEN view of 
the Biology Building 
. . . study and weekly 
quizzes . . . the President's 
office . . . and the R. O. T. 
C.'s . . . experiments in 
physics and biology . . . 
student council chamber. 
Campus 
• T ' o CLASS from Elet Hall . . . the panorama of 
the campus . . . a thing of beauty . . . and 
study . . . the path of glory . . . the last class . . . the 




• I ' H E MUSKETEERS 
football fame . . . 
school spirit at white heat 
. . . the press box tells the 
story . . . Xavier wins . . . 
or loses . . . but the spirit 




C ^ C I E N C E HALL . . . "chem" labs . . . the office 
^ ^ . . . where bulletin-boards congest corridors . . . 
the roll of honor . . . exam schedules . . . and results 
. . . smoke and chatter. 
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^ ^ H E OLD Colonial Union 
House . . . where 
friends meet . . . and 
cement their fellowship . . . 
the homecoming . . . the 
games during lunch-hour 
. . . and after class. 
%is^ 
The Board o£ Trustees 
D E N N I S F . BURNS, S.J President 
CELESTINE J. STEINER S.J Vice-President 
JULIAN A. GARRITY, S.J Chancellor 
EDWARD CARRIGAN, S.J '. Secretary 
ALOYSIUS A. B R E E N , S.J Treasurer 
PATRICK J. TROY, S.J Consultant 
RAYMOND B . WALSH, S.J Consultant 
Administrative Officers 
D E N N I S F . BURNS, S.J President of the University 
EDWARD CARRIGAN, S.J Dean, College of Liberal Arts 
WILLIAM F . RYAN, S.J Assistant Dean, College of Liberal Arts 
JOHN C . MALLOY, S.J .Associate Dean, Evening Division; 
Director of Summer Session 
JULIAN L . M A L I N E , S.J Associate Dean, Milford Division 
BERNARD L . SELLMEYER, S.J Dean of Men 
JAMES F . BUTLER, S.J Chairman, Board of Athletic Control, 
THOMAS A. NOLAN, S.J Chaplain 
GEORGE E . SHEA, S.J Director of Elet Hall 
RAYMOND J. FELLINGER, A.B .Registrar 
P A U L J. SWEENEY, S.J. Director of Library 
ALBERT J. WORST, A.B., B.L.S. Librarian 
PATRICK J. TROY, S.J.. . . .Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings 
M R S . CATHERINE A. M C G R A T H . . . , . , • . , i . . . . . Bursar 
C L E M F . CROWE, B.S.. . . . . . . . : \ : . : .Q . . . . . . . .Director of Athletics 
EDWARD P . VONDERHAAR, A . B . . . . . . . .Director of Public Relations 
CHARLES MURRAY, A.B., M . D Physician 
G E O R G E TOPMOELLER, M . D ; Physician 
W E S L E Y L . FURSTE, M . D Physician 
Li"DUCATlON consists in more than a mere fact-
™ ^ finding survey of the fields of knowledge. The 
development of character through proper spiritual 
guidance is a more important function of the university. 
The personal contact between student and professor 
and the paternal interest of the faculty in every student 





EDWARD CARRIGAN, S.J. 
Dean, College oj Liberal ArU 
T | U R I N G the eight years he has 
" ^ served in the office of dean. 
Father Carrigan has been a benign 
influence upon the lives of Xavier 
undergraduates. His personal in-
terest in the welfare of every student 
is complemented by a thorough sym-
pathy with their problems. His 
kindly spirit has won him the lasting 
friendship of all Xavier students. 
T X T E W to the campus this year was 
* ^ Father Sellmeyer who assumed 
the office of dean of men and student 
counsellor. His self-effacing willing-
ness to assist the spiritual welfare of 
the students and the much-sought 
wisdom of his advice have made him 
a singular force in shaping under-
graduate lives and destinies. 
BERNARD L . SELLMEYER, S.J. 
Dean oj Men 
Page twenty 
Deans 
C ' A T H E R M A L I N E ' S work is the 
• • supervision of the Milford stu-
dents of Xavier University who are 
preparing for the priesthood. He has 
given to his position a wealth of 
knowledge and experience which has 
been a potent factor in the lives of 
those who are to become future 
priests of the Society of Jesus. 
JULIAN L . M A L I N E , S.J. 
Associate Dean 
^% S associate dean and director of 
^ ^ the evening division. Father 
Malloy has been a guiding spirit in 
the religious and professional lives of 
many. His sympathetic understand-
ing of both students and adults has 
given him a permanent place in the 
memory of all with whom his posi-
tion brings him into contact. 




T E R E N C E T . K A N E , ' ' S . J . , A.M., J . C D . 
PtiLlosophy, Social Science 
ALBERT J. WORST, A.B., B.L.S. 
Librarian 
VICTOR C . STECHSCHULTE, S.J., A.M., M.S., Ph .D. 
Physics, Se is mo logy 
RAY J. FELLINGER, A.B. 
Registrar 
M U R T H A J. BOYLAN, S.J., A.M., P H . D . 
Philosopliy 
ALOYSIUS A. B R E E N , S.J., A.M. 
Treasurer 
THOMAS A. NOLAN, S.J., A.M. 
Chaplain 




ROBERT E . MANNING, S.J., A.M. 
Cla.fsical Languages 
E D W I N F . THORBURN, C.P.A. 
Accounting 
ALBERT J. CAMENZIND, S.J., A.M" 
Classical Languages 
WILLIAM T . BURNS, A.B., LL.D. 
Accounting 
ALPHONSE LANG, B.S., B.B. 
Bacteriology 
EDWARD P. VONDERHAAR, A.B. 
Director, Public Relations 
WILLIAM W \ SAVAGE, A.B. 
Advertising 




SALVADOR BONILLA-SOSA, A.B. 
Spanish 
GEORGE A. WROCKLOFF, CAPTAIN, F.A., U.S.M.A. 
Military Science 
A. M. H A R P E R , M A J O R , F.A., U.S.M.A. 
Military Science 
FRANK CAMM, M A J O R , F.A., LL.B. 
Military Science 
JOSEPH T . CARNEY, LL.B. 
Business Law 
FRANK J. CROW, A.M. 
Economics 
JAMES P. G L E N N , A.B. 
English 




W A R R E N C . LILLY, S.J. 
Pastor, Bellarmine Chapel 
JAMES F . BUTLER, S.J., A.M. 
Mathematics 
WILLIAM E . CHANCELLOR, A.M., LL.B. 
Economics 
Louis A. FELDHAUS, A.M. 
English 
JAMES C . PERRY, A.M. 
Biology 
M R S . C . A . M C G R A T H 
Bursar 
F. A. M O E L L E R , S.J., A.M. 
Chaplain 




EDWARD A. BOALT, C . L . U . 
Insurance 
TIMOTHY J. KILDAY 
Insurance 
ESTHER T . SPAETH 
Secretary 
GEORGE B . MAGGINI , A.B. 
Insurance 
ROBERT L . OTTO, A.B. 
Journalism 
JAMES E . O ' C O N N E L L , A.B., LL.M. 
Political Science 
ROBERT A. RUTHMAN, A.B. 
Advertising, Salesmanship 




JOHN F . D E U P R E E , A.M., Ph .D. 
Chemistry 
FLORENCE C . ALBERS, A.M., iVl.C.S. 
Dean oj Women 
ALFRED E . BRAUN, B.C.S. 
Accounting 
CARL BUMILLER, Com.E., LL.B. 
Taxation 
OSCAR J. L A P L A N T E , S.J., A.M. 
Philosophy 
K E N N E T H P. JORDAN, B.S.C. 
Accounting 
RAYMOND J. GRAY, S.J., A.M., Ph .D. 
History 




WILLIAM F . RYAN, S.J., A.M. 
Assistant Dean, History 
GEORGE E . SHEA, S.J., A.M. 
Director, Elet Hall 
P A U L J. SWEENEY, S.J., A.M. 
English 
EDWARD J. CALHOUN, S.J., Ph.D. 
Apologetics 
URBAN H . KILLACKY, S.J., A.M. 
English, Journalism 




L^OOKS and men . . . tests and test-tubes . . . the 
^ ^ midnight oil and the dynamic Catholic youth . . . 
knowledge and glorious achievement . . . ambition 
. . . these and a thousand other memories to keep alive 
the spirit of youth . . . the spirit of friendship . . . the 







P A U L M . K E L L Y 
Senior Class President 
Senior 
CI ass 
I t was the fate of the Class of 1938 that 
it came to Xavier just when the nation was 
raising its head again after the tragic 
business slump of 1929 and graduated 
when the world's economic machinery had 
idled down once more to a faint and 
empty-soundmg echo of its ancient vim. 
But despite the inauspicious beginning 
and end of its college life, the Class of 
1938, nurtured in the eternal truths of 
reason and revelation and bound into a 
unified vigor through four years of firm 
and fond Catholic fellowship, has a happy 
college history that includes personal 
satisfaction and the bright promise of 
rich, satisfying accomplishments to come. 
Graduation severs only exteriorly the 
bonds of mutual friendship and the ties 
between student and alma mater. The 
comradeship engendered by four years of 
association outbids the force of physical 
separation and teems with a recollection 
of happy memories in which collegiate life 
remains perennially aglow. Unaffected by 
the dark horizons which cloud the maw-
kish world of material things, a senior 
class leaving a Jesuit university feels it-
self at tuned to live the fullest and most 
human way of life known to the mind of 
man. I t is not the facts and figures of 
knowledge that inspire confidence in such 
a graduating class. I t is the philosophy of 
life which gives sense to things and im-
poses, from the collective wisdom of the 
ages, a deep relish of what constitutes the 
reasoned human behavior. Graduation is 
not a day of sorrow for the Catholic col-
legian. I t is only so to him of the ma-
terialistic education which sees value just 
in the temporary and transient and does 
not in any way honor the spirit that 
animates distinctively human lives and 
loves. Finishing its important prepara-
tion for life, the Class of 1938 reflects 
upon college as a time of pleasant imbib-
ing at the springs of wisdom and pleasant 
companionship that will survive the physi-
cal separation of its members. I ts ac-
complishments are recorded elsewhere; 
the greatest of all has been indelibly in-
scribed interiorly by four years of train-
ing at Xavier University. 
Page tlilrty-two 
Seniors 
WILLIAM J. BAEHNER 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty I; H; H I ; IV 
T A D L . BAKER 
Baclielor oj Science In Commerce 
Sodality I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Clef Club I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
VINCENT H . BECKMAN 
Bactietor oj Arts 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Philopedian Society I; I I ; I I I ; IV (Secretary) 
Debate Team I I I ; IV 
Evidence Guild I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
The Musketeer I I I ; IV (Business Manager) 
German Club I I ; I I I ; IV 
Pistol Team IV 
Band I I I ; IV 
Chess Club I I I ; IV 
The Xaverian News I I I ; IV 
Verkamp Debate IV 
EDWARD C . BENSON 
Baclielor oj Arts 
Sodalitv I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Evidence Guild I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Philopedian Society I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Dante Club I I I ; IV 
Seniors 
VINCENT F . BUNKE 
Bactietor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty I; IT; I I I ; IV 
JACK A. BERNING 
Bactietor oj Science In Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Football I; II 
FRANCIS H . BOOTH 
Bactietor oj Science 
Sodality I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
G. D A N I E L BRUCH 
Bactietor oj Ptiltosoptiy 
Clef Club I I I ; IV (Treasurer) 
Philopedian Society I I I ; IV (Vice-President) 
Debate Team IV 
Verkamp Debate I I I ; IV 
Oratorical Contest I I I ; IV (Winner) 
Sodahty I I I ; IV 
Band I I I ; IV 
Evidence Guild I I I ; IV 
Masque Society IV 
The'Musketeer IV 
Seniors 
RUDOLPH J. CLEMEN 
Bactietor oj Pliilosophy 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I 
Spanish Club III 
CYRIL L . COLLINS 
Bactietor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
ROBERT E . CUMMINS 
Bactietor oj Philosopliy 
Football I I ; I I I ; IV 
Mermaid Tavern I I ; I I I 
The Xaverian News I I ; I I I ; IV 
The Musketeer I I I ; IV 
Athenaeum II ; III 
Masque Society I I ; IV 
Baseball IV 
Sodahty II 
HOWARD C . D E H O N E Y 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Cheer Leader I; II 
Band Manager I 
Sodahtv I; IV 
Seniors 
FRANCIS J. DYER 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Sodality I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
CHARLES J. ENNEKING 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahtv I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
WiLBERT A. F E R G U S O N 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Basketball I I ; I I I 
Clef Club I I I ; IV 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I 
Band I; II 
Freshman-Sophomore Hop Committee I; II 
E L M E R C . FLAXMM 
Bachelor oj Arts 
The Xaverian News I 
Band III 
Philopedian Society I I 
Sodahty I; II 
Evidence Guild IV 
Seniors 
JAMES G . FLICK 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Clef Club II ; I I I ; IV 
JOHN E . FOGARTY 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
The Xaverian News I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
The Musketeer I I ; IV 
Mermaid Tavern I I I ; IV 
Clef Club I; I I ; H I ; IV 
Athenaeum HI ; IV 
Washington Oratorical Contest III 
Masque Society I I ; IV 
Student Council IV (Secretary) 
Junior Prom Committee 
Philopedian Society II ; I I I ; IV 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I 
Debate Team III 
EDWARD J. G E E R S 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Footbah I I ; I I I ; IV 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Commerce Club I; II 
Xavier Order of Military Merit IV 
THOMAS WILLIAM GORMAN 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Clef Club I; I I ; I I I ; IV; (Soloist I-IV) 
The Xaverian News I; II 
Science Club I 
Sodahty I; II 
Senior Breakfast Committee (Chairman) 
Commerce Club I; II 
Baseball IV 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Science Club I 
Seniors 
ALEXANDER V. GRISWOLD 
Bachelor oj Science 
Science Club I; II 
German Club I I ; I I I ; IV (President) 
Chess Club I I ; I I I ; IV (President) 
The Xaverian News III 
Band II 
FRANK R . HANRAHAN 
Bachelor oj Science 
Science Club I; II 
Sodality I 
Chess Club I I ; I I I ; IV 
German Club I I I ; TV 
ROBERT J. HARTLAUB 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Band I I ; Drum Major HI and TV 
Sodahty I; TI; TIT; IV 
JAMES J. HAUSMAN 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
The Xaverian News I I I ; TV 
xMermaid Tavern I I I ; TV 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
The Musketeer IV 
Athenaeum HI ; IV 
Seniors 
P A U L J. H E F E L E 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodality I; H; HI ; TV 
ROBERT J. HOFFMAN 
Bachelor oj Science 
Science Club I; II 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I 
CLARENCE F . HOLLEY 
Bachelor oj Arts 
Philopedian Society I; TI; I I I ; IV 
The Xaverian News I; H I ; IV 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
The Musketeer H I : TV 
Verkamp Debate III (Alternate) 
Science Club I 
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P A U L M . K E L L Y 
Bachelor oj Science In Commerce 
Football I I ; I I I ; TV 
Commerce Club I; I I ; HI 
X Club I I I ; IV 
Sodahty I; I I ; H I ; TV 
Class President I I ; I I I ; IV 
Student Council I; IT; TIT; IV 
Social Committee I I ; HI ; TV 
Freshman-Sophomore Hop Committee II 
Junior Prom Committee 
Senior Breakfast Committee 
Seniors 
EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JR. 
Bachelor oJ Arts 
Philopedian Society I I ; H I ; IV (President) 
Debate Team HI ; IV 
Sodahty I; I I ; H I ; IV (President) 
The Xaverian News IT; I I I ; IV (Editor) 
The Musketeer I I ; I I I ; IV 
Cheer Leader I I ; H I ; IV 
Masque Society I I ; TV 
Dante Club II ; I I I (Business Manager); TV 
Washington Oratorical Contest H I ; IV 
Verkamp Debate I I I ; IV 
Intercollegiate English Contest TV (7th) 
Evidence Guild II ; H I ; TV 
Chess Club I I ; H I ; TV 
Xavier Order of Military Merit TV 
C. S. M. C. I; IT; H I ; TV (President) 
FRANK S. KUCIA 
Bachelor oJ Philosophy 
Football I I ; H I ; IV 
Basketball I I ; HI ; TV 
German Club I; I I ; TIT 
X Club I I ; HI ; TV (President) 
Science Club I 
Sodality I 
LAWRENCE E . KUHLMAN 
Bachelor oj Arts 
Sodahty I I ; H I ; TV 
The Xaverian News TV 
VIRGIL R . LAGALY 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Sodahty I; TI; I I I ; IV 
Football I; TI; I I I ; IV 
Baseball TV 
X Club I I ; TIT; TV 
••'imssjiti 
Seniors 
ROBERT J. LAMPE 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; H I 
Masque Society II 
Clef Club I I I ; TV 
Commerce Club II ; I I I 
Senior Ball Committee 
THOMAS J. L E T T 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty T; IT; ITT; TV 
Basketball Alanager HI 
P A U L L . LINDENMEYER 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; H I ; IV 
BasebaU TV 
t*i '*i 
ROBERT B . LINNEMAN 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
Seniors 
DONALD K . M A C E W E N 
Bachelor oJ Phdosophy 
Football Manager T; TI 
JAMES P. M A H O N E Y 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Football T; II 
CHARLES L . M C E V O Y 
Bachelor oj Arts 
Class President T 
Social Committee I; TV (Chairman) 
The Xaverian News I; TI; ITT 
Clef Club II ; ITT; IV (Secretary) 
The Philopedian Society I; TT;"lV 
Debate Team I; HI ; TV 
Basketball IT; H I ; TV 
X Club IV 
Verkamp Debate TIT; IV (Chairman) 
Sodahty I; II 
The Musketeer IV (Associate Editor) 
Student Council I; IT; HI (Secretary); IV 
(Vice-President) 
JACK P. M C G O W A N 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Sodahty I; IT; H I ; TV 
Footbah I; IT; H I ; TV 
X Club I I ; HI ; TV 
Seniors 
ROBERT F . M E Y E R 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Sodality I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
German Club II ; HI ; TV 
Junior Prom Committee 
Military Ball Committee (Chairman) H I ; IV 
Patna Mission Raffle I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
H. FREDERICK N E B E L 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Footbah II ; I I I ; TV (Captain) 
Student Council I I I ; TV 
Clef Club I 
Science Club I 
German Club II 
Masque Societv I; I I ; TV 
X Club IT; Ilf; IV (Vice-President) 
Junior Prom Committee 
JOHN F . O ' C O N N O R 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
The Xaverian News I; IT; HI 
Pistol Team TV 
Masque Society I; H; TV 
Military Essay Contest IV (2nd) 
Col. Williams Military Scholarship Award II I 
(Winner) 
German Club IV 
Chess Club TIT; TV 
The Musketeer II (Assistant Editor);" IV 
(Associate Editor) 
Xavier Order of Military Merit TV 
LAWRENCE V. O ' C O N N O R 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Sodahty I; TI; I I I ; TV 
CHARLES V. PFAHLER 
Bachelor oj Science 
Sodahty I; I I ; H I ; IV 
Seniors 
JAMES E . O ' T O O L E 
Bachelor oj Arts 
Science Club I; II 
Sodality I 
Basebah IV 
G E O R G E E . OVERBECK 
Bachelor oj Science In Commerce 
Commerce Club I; IT; H I 
Science Club I 
Sodahty I; II 
Ring Committee (Chairman) 
Senior Ball Committee 
VINCENT R . PETTIGREW 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Science Club I 
Masque Society IT; TV 
German Club I I ; HI 
Sodality IT 
Athenaeum II 
m a i m 
Seniors 
HOWARD N . RAGLAND, JR. 
Bachelor oj Science 
Sodahty I I I ; TV 
ROBERT G . RANDALL 
Bachelor oj Philosopliy 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
JOHN C . REARDON 
Bachelor oj Science In Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
The Xaverian News I 
Commerce Club II 
T E R E N C E J. ROONEY 
Bachelor oj Science In Commerce 
Commerce Club I; I I ; I I I 
Basketbah Manager I; I I ; I I I 
Sodahty I; TI; HI 
Golf Team TV 
Seniors 
JOSEPH R . SCHUHMAN 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
German Club I; II 
Footbah IT; I I I ; IV 
Basketball II 
X Club IT; HI ; IV 
Sodality I 
H E R M A N G . R U F F 
Bachelor oj Philosopliy 
Sodality I; I I ; TIT; TV 
German Club I I ; H I ; TV 
Cheer Leader I I ; I I I ; TV 
Science Club I 
WiLLiAxM R. R U S S 
Bachelor of Arts 
Footbah I I ; H I : TV 
Basebah TV 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
The Xaverian News HI 
The Musketeer I I I ; TV 
Masque Society I I ; TV 
German Club IT; HI 
Dante Club I I I ; TV (President) 
X Club TI; H I ; TV 
Homecoming Dance Committee I I I 
JACK T . SCHACK 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Clef Club I; IT; I I I (Business Manager); TV 
(President) 
Sodahty I; IT; I I I ; TV 
Commerce Club TI; I I I 
The Xaverian News II 
Seniors 
LEO J. SCHWEER, JR. 
Bachelor oj Science In Commerce 
Sodahty I; IT; HI ; TV 
PAUL A. SELZER 
Bachelor oj Science In Commerce 
Sodahty I; IT; HI ; IV 
The Musketeer IV 
HARRY R . SILLS 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Football IT; TIT 
Baseball TV 
Clef Club I I I ; TV 
VINCENT E . SMITH 
Bachelor oj Arts 
Sodahty I (Prefect); TI; H I ; TV 
C. S. M. C. I; I I ; H I ; TV 
Evidence Guild I; IT; HI ; TV (President) 
Athenaeum I; IT; HI ; IV 
The Xaverian News I; (Editor IT; HI)- TV 
The Musketeer I; IT; I I I ; TV (Editor) ' 
Philopedian Society I; IT; HI (President) IV 
Masque Society I; I I ; TV 
Dante Club I; II (Secretary); ITT; TV 
Mermaid Tavern I; IT; H I ; TV (Host) 
Debate Team I; I I ; H I ; IV (Manager) 
Intercollegiate English Contest IT (lOt 
(4th); TV (Winner) 
Intercollegiate Latin Contest I I I ; IV (2nd) 
Washington Oratorical Contest IT; I I I (Winner) 
Verkamp Debate IT; H I ; IV 
(10th); I I I 
Seniors 
CLETUS J. STOESER 
Bachelor oj Arts 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
Philopedian Society I; IT; HI 
WiLLIAxM A. S T A N G E R 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
ALBERT A. STEPHAN 
Bachelor oj Arts 
Philopedian Society TI; HI (Secretary); IV 
Debate Team I; I I ; I I I ; IV 
Oratorical Contest IT; I I I ; TV 
Verkamp Debate I I I ; IV (Winner) 
The Xaverian News I I ; HI ; IV 
Sodahty T (Prefect); TI; HI 
Dante Club I I I ; TV 
Evidence Guild I; I I ; III 
The Musketeer TV 
Masque Society II 
Junior Prom Committee (Chairman) 
Student Council I I ; H I ; IV (President) 
JOHN J. STERMER, JR. 
Bachelor oj Science 
Sodahty I; I I ; H I ; TV 
Senior Breakfast Committee IV 
Senior Ball Committee TV (Chairman' 
Seniors 
CLIFFORD J. STROHOFER 
Bachelor oj Phllosoplu/ 
Sodality I; II ; HI ; TV 
Senior Ball Committee 
R E G I S J. SULLIVAN 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
P A U L J. TRAME 
Bachelor oj Science in Commerce 
Sodality I; IT; H I ; TV 
Commerce Club TI; I I I 
The Musketeer IV 
E U G E N E J. YOUNG 
Bachelor oj Science In Commerce 
Sodahty I; I I ; I I I ; TV 
Night School 
D A N I E L A. FLYNN 
Accounting Diploma 
GEORGE E . EUESCHER 
Accounting Certljicate 
LAWRENCE H . D A P P E R 
Bachelor oj Arts 
A N N L . F I N N 
Bachelor oj Science in Education 
Night School 
LAWRENCE W . GATTO 
Accounting Certljicate 
JEROME J. H E I N E N 
Accounting Certljicate 
JOHN A. HOCK, JR. 
Bachelor oj Science Degree 
P A U L I N E R . H O P K I N S 
Accounting Certljicate 
Night School 
JULIA B . MATHEWS 
Bachelor oj Philosophy 
ROBERT L . JUNK 
Business Administration Certljicate 
JOSEPH J. KLOPP 
Business Administration Certljicate 
LOUIS J. MACKZUM 
Business Administration Certificate 
Night School 
JOHN E . REARDON 
Accounting Certljicate 
CYRIL J. WEDDING 
Business Administration Certljicate 
FLORENCE C. WIMMER 
Accounting Certljicate 
First Row: Bird, Murray, Antonelli, Dineen, Casello. Second Row: Oker, Harper, Rielly, Millitzer. Third Row 
F. Moore, Meister, Burke, Martin, Summers. Fourth Row: R. Fox, Low, Blum, Groneman. 
The Junior Class 
I t is the paradoxical position of a 
Junior class to look with retrospect upon 
the lower classes, and yet being removed 
from its climactic event of graduation to 
consider itself, in spirit, apart from the 
senior division of which it forms a vast 
portion in the actual order of things. 
Introduced to each other as freshmen, 
confirmed in hardy friendship as sopho-
mores, the juniors are assigned by con-
vention to understudy the seniors in 
furthering undergraduate purposes and 
thus assume an inter-regnum in which 
R A L P H 
KOHLOFF 
President 
they are mobilized for a stream-lined 
senior year. 
Juniors are inclined, then, to recollect 
upon tha t dim day when they came into 
the halls of Xavier and became an organic 
part of the heritage of moral and intel-
lectual life tha t spans a century of time. 
A healthy pride could pour into the 
hearts of the Class of 1939 when it en-
visioned the strides of two years amid the 
diversified climate of study, tempered 
by individual and collective recreations. 
Redolent of their name's Greek deriva-
tion, sophomores are inclined to out-
strip themselves in the realization of 
lofty aims, and find as juniors the equa-
nimity of surveying both the upper and 
lower divisions of the university without 
actual membership in either. This con-
servative frame of mind keynoted the 
tale tha t forms the biography of Xavier 's 
Junior Class of '39. 
The spirit of the Junior Class can be 
found in concrete terms during the latter 
sections of this book where the school's 
activities are described in type and 
photograph. Not exceptional for large 
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First Row: Brenner, Conwell, Donovan, Kohlhoff, Jones, Middendorf, Gallagher. Second Row: Tillman, Keller, 
James Patton, Neary, Fish, Miller. Third Row: Kennedy, Schuh, Heck, P. Geers, Pohl. Fourth Row: Weber, Leugers, 
Donlin, Robers, Howe, Rack. 
numbers, the Juniors carved their place 
in the academic, social, and athletic 
calendar and boded better things for the 
university's future and their own. So 
when you look through this book, stop 
momentarily on such pages as that of the 
Dante Club, the Clef Club, the Masque 
Society, the Philopedian Society, the 
Sodality, and the athletic teams. There 
you will find, gentle reader, the storied 
days of this year 's Junior Class. There 
you will strike the elusive spirit that 
molds men and manners, the ambitions 
fed by study and watered by the in-
domitable spirit of personal adventure to 
express in concrete achievements the up-
ward and onward flight of man's mind to 
a wholesome maturi ty. 
Tinted type does not delineate spiri-
tual and moral fibers strung together 
within the heart of the individual. Such 
matters are measured only by such hard-
won virtues as piety, fidelity, frequent 
visits to the chapel tha t invites the stu-
dent as he passes through the most 
traversed corridor of the campus. The 
deep sense of responsibility that wells up 
within the mind of a collegiate junior is 
more than pictures can portray and words 
can describe. I t is this sense which is 
developed to the fullest of its capacities 
in the hallowed halls of Xavier. 
Represented in all of the school's ma;or 
activities and crowned by already certain 
at tainments in the classroom, the Junior 
Class has come to the brink its graduat-
ing year with a unified spirit that thirsts 
after success and apparently has assured 
it by a steady standard of repeated 
example. I t is the work of a well-co-
ordinated unit that fans the flame of 
glory and so constituted is the Class of 
1939. 
Ralph Kohlofif served as president of 
the class during the past year. An ex 
officio member of the Student Council, 
Kohlhoff was assisted in that body by 
William Rielly, William Walsh, and Paul 
Gallagher. The Junior Promenade, spon-
sored by the Class of 1939, is a fitting 
measure of what success a spirited ambi-
tion can achieve. Permitted to wear the 
Xavier ring for the first time, the Junior 
Class has thoroughly equipped itself to 
replace the departing seniors next Sep-
tember and write in capital letters the 
history of its undergraduate activity at 
the University. 
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First Row: Beckert, Efkman, Goesling, Freking, Ruprecht, Berting, Nordmeyer, D. Riley, G. Riley. Second Row: 
Gersting, Peiper, Craffey, Russell, Kelly, Goldcamp, Blunt, Cregan. Third Row: Kernen," Kern, Heitzman, Sullivan, 
Baumann, Bernens, Wetterer, Grogan, Ernst. Fourth Row: Flick, Burke, Espel, Konersman, Culver, John Sweeney, 
Homan, Lysaght. 
The Sophomore Class 
A balanced man may be said to be one 
who keep the proper equilibrium between 
social, intellectual, physical, and religious 
activities. The same may be said of a 
balanced class with the distinction that a 
proper balance be maintained between 
the curricular and the extra-curricular. 
According to this standard the Class 
of 1940 may be numbered among the 
poised classes, for truly an equilibrium 
P A U L C . 
BECKMAN 
President 
is maintained by its members among all 
the branches of college life. 
In every society, on every team, in 
every contest, on the gridiron, on the 
court are found members of the sopho-
more class. And in addition we find them 
on the quarterly honor-roll. 
On the debating platform in the Poland 
Philopedian Society numerous sopho-
mores showed their forensic prowess at 
the same time utilizing the logic learned 
in the classroom. Lecturing for the Dante 
Club were several sophomores demon-
strating their interest and ability in pre-
senting the facts of Catholic arts and 
literature—a certain index of a well-
balanced class. A second year man also 
represented the class in the Washington 
Oratorical Contest, annual batt le of plat-
form skill requiring poise, balance and 
clearness of thought. 
In the columns of the Xavier University 
News (of which both the editor and busi-
ness manager were sophomores) one may 
read the offerings of predominately year-
ling staff—offerings which give evidence 
of the ' ' true value of things." Two mem-
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First Row: Gonella, Ryan, McNerney, Bruder, Gruber, Burke, Schwegman, Tepe. Second Row: Luken, Couzins, 
Gladstone, Wilson, Tuke, Brungs, Saxton. Third Row: Woestman, Rees, Beckman, Geoghagen, McDermott , Inkrot, 
Gessing. Fourth Row: Heekin, Fening, Graham, Ritzie, Conry, Weingartner, Mains. 
bers of the second year class were ad-
mitted to the select writers' club, the 
Mermaid Tavern and exemplified artistic 
and social balance on that club's boards. 
As m the other arts, sophomores were 
found giving life to their talents in the 
musical groups conducted by the Uni-
versity. In the ensemble of the Clef 
Club fully a third of the membership were 
second year men. In the R. O. T. C. band 
there is a like proportion. 
Sophomores, like most college men, 
showed their liking and aptitude at all 
University social functions, being most 
numerous at the Military Ball. They 
were represented on the Social Committee 
of the Student Council by Paul C. Beck-
man, class president. 
In Military life on the campus the 
second-year men were particularly out-
standing. They were the most numerous 
group in the two-year old Corps and 
furnished all the non - commissioned 
officers. These performed their duties 
with a precision which drew commenda-
tion from the Xavier Military officials. 
Several were decorated with the Xavier 
Military Medal for ''excellence in the 
applicatory work of the Corps," and two 
even were selected for the exclusive 
Xavier Order of Military Merit and were 
entitled to wear the red fourragere as 
their badge of oflice. 
I t is unnecessary to repeat here the 
deeds of the sophomores on the first 
eleven of the Musketeer football team. 
The sports pages of the daily press as 
well as the athletic section of this year-
book will provide a reference. I t would 
be just as foolish to relate the story of 
the sophomore center on the Big Blue 
court team. But it might be added that 
several who helped Coach Crowe's team 
amass such fine records also had their 
names on the semester honor-roll. 
This is not all. Indeed, one could go 
on through the whole catalogue of activi-
ties—through the intra-mural tourna-
ments, history seminars, Latin contests, 
chess matches, the Evidence Guild, the 
Sodality, the cheer leaders, athletic team 
managers, and the rest—find sophomores 
and yet not see the whole picture. 
To do that one must come into Bellar-
mine Chapel on a First Friday morning 
and watch the class approach Com-




First Row: Owens, Magee, Brosey, Niesen, Bockerstette, Bergameyer, Clear, Linz, Weiler. Second Row: Sheetz, 
Dougherty, Duda, Schmidt, NichoI, Kluska, Tracy, Farley. Third Row: Moore, Schwetschenau, Duffey, Schumacher, 
Gladstone, Rat terman, Krekler, Daly, Guisingen. Fourth Row: Centner, Murphy, Piening, Russ, Trauth, Steuer, 
Hallbach, Klingenberg. 
Paul C. Beckman was chosen by his 
fellow students as class president. As 
members of the student council, Melvin 
Tepe and Bernard Baumann represented 
the class with Beckman in the University's 
senatorial body of undergraduates. 
The past is behind, and the future 
looms just beyond the horizon. The 
accomplishments of the first two years 
have made the sophomore class qualified 
fully to proceed to the upper division 
where more opportunities await its de-
veloping talents. I t is not a recital of a 
student 's or a class's activities that con-
stitute the ends for which an education 
exists. I t is rather the education of the 
whole man in such a way that when he 
leaves his alma mater he knows how to 
think, to reason, and to evaluate. He has 
acquired an intangible sixth sense which 
is synonymous with culture, philosophical 
background, judgment, taste, and tact. 
Because the curriculum and the activi-
ties of Xavier University are arranged to 
educe these faculties and to impart that 
sixth sense of Catholic and Jesuit train-
ing and tradition, the sophomore class 
has undergone a patent transformation 
since its entrance two years ago, and 
proving its abilities by its response to the 
opportunities thus far presented, fore-
bodes its successful assimilation into the 
brilliant alumni of Jesuit colleges who 
stretch back four hundred years into the 
past. A simple survey of a class's unified 
spirit, its activities, its academic attain-
ments, its cultural and spiritual develop-
ment justify the reputation for balance, 
for unity and variety, to which the 
present group of sophomores can lay 
claim. So fortified and so constituted, the 
sophomores can point for graduation two 
years hence with a mingled feeling of 
confidence, pride, and joy. 
Almost every class historian is inclined 
too much to exaggerate in superlative 
terms the story of collegiate years in 
which youthful ideals and fancies are 
brought nearer the realms of actuality. 
This present sophomore class makes no 
claim to unique distinctions. Equali ty 
and fraternity have been superimposed 
upon the theme of its past year 's work, 
a sense of balance. 
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First Row: Cardone, Glenn, Stein, Welch, Klingenberg, Vogel, Weigel. Second Row: Murray, Lucas, MacCormack, 
Maloney, Bricking, McCabe. Third Row: Rothring, Sheetz, Boylan, Cowan, Langenbrunner, Federle. Fourth 
Row: Schweinefuss, Hiltz, Herschede, Krebs, Clark, Fey, Maifield. 
The Freshman Class 
September's suns melted down the 
barriers of strangeness and unfamiliarity 
which hung about the newly registered 
Class of 1941 and marked it as a typical 
freshman class. In the waning days of 
summer, all traces of pre-college loyalties 
and prejudices made by prep-school rival-
ries and ambitions had evaporated and m 
their stead the winter season fused to-
gether all the diverse elements among the 
first-year men to inform a class of unusual 
spirit. 
A representative number of students 
from other cities flowed in to mingle with 
the graduates of the schools m the greater 
Cincinnati area and form a broad and 
multi-phased outlook whose first co-
ordinated action was a class election. A 
week of ardent campaign work and close 
examination of candidates was terminated 
in a poll which found John D. Toomey of 
Chicago, the choice for class president, 
and Charles J. Gaskill, representative to 
the Student Council. 
From then on the freshman class was 
integrated firmly and fully into the living 
organism tha t is Xavier, and from then 
on the class barometer records a steadily 
rising interest that expressed itself in 
nearly every phase of campus activity. 
Newly come into the vigorous atmosphere 
of the University, the freshmen went 
about their intellectual work with a 
fervor that bespoke lofty aspirations, 
capable and certain of fulfillment before 
graduation rings down its eternal curtain 
on the four-act collegiate drama. Nor 









First Row: Heitz, Cahill, Knoepfle, Smith, Toomey, Ullrich, Anderson, Heim, Roll. Second Row: Singer, Honemeyer, 
McAuliffe, Elsaesser, Tobe, Vetter, KoUstadt, Shay. Third Row: Lowry, Kohnen, Holley, Koch, Shirey, Beresford, 
Miller. Fourth Row: Siegel, Weigand, Yeager, Harpring, Baumgartner, Fornefeld, Kissel, Jurgens. 
did their inward zest belie external 
achievement. Mass meetings of the class 
were called to stir enthusiasm for the 
affairs tha t the freshmen were to experi-
ence for the first time, and the yearlings 
responded with a surging cooperation that 
rimed with successful at tainment. Tea 
dances on and off the campus, the Home-
coming, the Military Ball, the Junior 
Promenade, and the Spring Hop—rever-
berated with the fervor of the freshmen. 
Part ly for subjective and partly for 
ob;ective reasons, freshmen are not usual-
ly given to at tain prominence in the field 
of extra-class activity, and this was true 
to a great extent of this year 's freshman 
class. But their work in the extra-cur-
ricular organizations of Xavier University 
during the past year reached the expecta-
tions of all, especially in cultural societies. 
Freshmen supplied some of the finest 
talent in seasons for the Masque Society's 
production of "The Racket ," which was 
one of the best amateur essayals in the 
Cincinnati theatre world. This response 
to dramatic opportunities did not confine 
itself solely to the acting phase of the 
presentation. The yearlings did out-
standing work as members of the pro-
duction staff giving to the Masque by 
their combined activity one of its best 
freshman contingents in recent history. 
When the class enrolled in September, 
it could make no claim to being the 
largest or the most diversified freshman 
group ever to enter Xavier. But it can 
lay adequate claim to all the character-
istics to be looked for in adjudging 
loyalty and fidelity to alma mater. I t 
can, for instance, gaze with pride upon 
its group-consciousness, upon such col-
lective at tainment as was shown in the 
annual raffle to assist the Jesuit mis-
sionaries in Patna, India, and its turn-
out at all the academic functions to all 
of which time and circumstances forbid 
their individual entrance. 
I t is sometimes difficult for the indi-
vidual freshmen, just up from the trium-
phant senior year of high school, to ac-
commodate themselves to the strange 
collegiate atmosphere where men and 
methods are different from any previous 
experience. I t is sometimes impossible 
for freshmen to meet their new exigencies 
and find the interests necessary to a suc-
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/^//•j-/ Row: Ralstin, McLaughlin, Groeber, Hanser, McDonald, Burkhardt, Gaskill. Second Row: Mandzak, Bowler, 
J. King, S. Keller, Schuster, O'Brien. Third Row: Prior, Heilker, Schmidlin, Kopp, Shook. Fourth Row: W. Daly, 
Rodenfels, Nurre, Klahm, W. Guisinger, Brown. 
cessful four-year-period at college. But 
this was not so of the present freshman, 
nor can it be said of Xavier University. 
I t is characteristic of the Xavier stu-
dent body that no distinctions are drawn 
among classes and the factions within 
classes. All are considered parts of an 
organic whole whose separated interests 
are united by the striving after one goal 
through one and the same avenue. While 
freshmen are necessarily intimidated dur-
ing their autumnal days by the strange 
buildings, new methods, and the welter of 
unfamiliar faces, they lose no time in 
cementing their friendships with members 
of all the upper classes. They are soon 
to be found gathered into the circles of 
congenial conversation that include stu-
dents from the entire university, and 
their initial timidity quickly gives way to 
a complacent union with their fellows 
among the higher classes. Thus did the 
freshman class acquit itself, and thus was 
it shaped into a characteristic Xavier 
unit. 
Freshman names sprang up among the 
rosters of all athletic teams, some rising 
to a promise of potential greatness, all 
reflecting credit on their class. The 
stadium and field house held no empty 
seats because of apathy among the year-
lings. The Class of '41 was likewise 
prominently identified with the intra-
mural athletics of the past scholastic year. 
But first-year talents did not veer 
entirely toward the brawny side of extra-
curricular activity. Culture too found 
immediate favor with the youngest class 
on the campus. The Sodality, the Philo-
pedian Society, Dante Club, Mermaid 
Tavern, Xavier University News, Wash-
ington Oratorical Contest, National De-
fense Council Essay Contest, et al, were 
beneficiaries of the newly-enrolled, up-
surgent energy. 
The Military Department invited its 
second class of basic students who shortly 
took to walking normally m their new 
attire and became an active part of the 
various military functions which had been 
introduced at Xavier but a short year 
before. That the freshmen accepted their 
responsibilities with absorbing zeal is 
achievement shared by the officers of the 
staff and alike by the freshman members 











/^/ /• j ' / Row: Killeen, Schneider, Faith, Hacker, Weber, Kahm, Mistier. Second Row: Connelly, Yauch, J. Fox, Nolan, 
Elsbrock, Armstrong. Third Row: Litzinger, Roach, Groene, Thompson, Dirksen, D. Daly, Beumer. Fourth Row: 
Overbeck, Herzog, Ward, Couzins, Downey, Krekeler, Doyle, C. King. 
Thus did the freshmen travel briskly 
through their first year of college life, a 
year m which ideals took realistic form 
and new interests quickly grew into a 
common-place fact of collegiate modus 
vivendi. The retreating years will be 
milestones of progress for the Class of 
1941, and as they turn back to that 
pleasant period of freshmanhood it will 
appear in the form of preparing for the 
more difficult aspect of university and in 
the form of founding friendships that 
linger through the fleeting days and 
hours. 
In appraising a freshman year, one does 
not use a material yardstick by which 
scholastic and extra-class achievements 
are meticulously computed. One looks 
rather to the inculcation of a sense of 
responsibility adequate to carry a student 
through his collegiate career and prepare 
him for the experiences to come. One 
looks to spirit and the internal organic 
development which education is supposed 
to effect at a Catholic university. Judged 
by such a measure, the Class of 1941 
deserves to be ranked as truly Xaverian, 
truly academic, truly worthy of its grad-
uation to the sophomore area of uni-
versity life. Neither exceptionally large 
nor exceptionally small, the class has 
proved its mettle by a conspicuous eager-
ness to shoulder all the duties imposed by 
a Catholic university upon her students. 
Gifted along literary, dramatic, oratorical, 
executive, social, journalistic, and athletic 
lines, the Class of 1941 by its freshman 
history has invited the attention of those 
to whom falls the development of talent 
to its fullest throughout the four year 
collegiate curriculum. 
In former years, the Sodality, the 
fountain-head of activity at a Jesuit 
university, was divided into two groups, 
the one for upperclassmen, the other for 
freshmen. At the beginning of this year, 
the division was abandoned, and the 
freshmen sodalists united with the other 
students for a unified program of Catholic 
Action. The response of the Class of 1941 
to this new experiment has bolstered the 
activity-program of the University. I t 
provides another attestation of the spirited 
altruism of the freshman class which has 
been a dominant note during its first year 
of life at Xavier University. 
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Elet Hall 
Elet Hall, where nearly a hundred out-
of-town students make their temporary 
residence at Xavier, is not one of the old 
ivy-mantled fraternity houses that form, 
it is said, a spirited tradition for resident 
students at many of the twentieth-cen-
tury colleges of higher learning. But 
despite its young life, Elet Hall has over 
a period of years been the heart from 
which a peerless feeling of comradeship is 
pumped into the arteries of Xavier. 
While no distinctions are made between 
resident students and day students, it can 
be truly said that the group who reside 
in Elet Hall constitute the most thorough 
Xaverians of the Xavier students. Not 
only their studies but their recreation and 
spiritual life as well are brought under the 
benign hand of the Jesuit fathers through 
their occupation of Elet Hall. 
Located on the westernmost part of the 
campus, the residence building is fronted 
by extremely level terrain which suddenly 
drops off in the rear of the Hall into the 
nature-fashioned bowl which forms Xavier 
Stadium. The Prefect in Elet Hall during 
the past year was Father George E. Shea, 
S.J., to whose pleasant personality was 
committed the unpleasant task of main-
taining discipline. Assisting Father Shea 
was Father William F. Ryan, S.J., and 
Father Raymond J. Gray, S.J. 
The Saturday morning "gab" sessions 
that take place in anybody's room; the 
sled-riding in the winter; spirited intra-
mural clashes in all sports; the mad dash 
to the rooms when the "lights-out" signal 
is given—these and a thousand other 
memories of important trivialities form a 
treasure-trove of happy recollections for 
residents of Elet Hall who live, work, and 
play together as "one big happy family." 
Rev. Raymond J. Gray, S.J. Rev. William F. Ryan, S.J. 
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T T ^ V E N I N G DIVISION, . . . where the midnight oil is 
* ^ burned . . . and mid night energy . . . popular 
with all peoples and all professions . . . a varied program 
of courses . . . a varied proof of interests and purposes 
. . . where 756 students continue their education and 




JOHN C. MALLOY, S.J. 
Director 
The story of the Evening Division in 
last year 's M U S K E T E E R ended with a 
prophecy tha t 1937-38 would find the 
school with an enrollment of 700 students 
—a prediction that some considered fan-
tastic. I ts fulfillment, these skeptics 
reminded us, would necessitate an in-
crease of 100 registrations. Let 's look at 
the record. Attendance figures for the 
Evening Division for 1937-38 actually 
number 756. 
For this magnificent increase we salute 
the director of the Evening Division, 
Associate Dean John C. Malloy, S.J. 
His careful planning and business-like 
management are responsible for the suc-
cess of Xavier-at-520-Sycamore-Street in 
downtown Cincinnati. He has overlooked 
nothing in providing for our instruction, 
convenience, and happiness. 
Father Malloy arranged seventeen new 
courses, every one of them strictly up-to-
the-minute . . . added five competent in-
structors to the evening faculty . . . main-
tained a social program as comprehensive 
as that of any other school in the city 
. . . cooperated in restoring the Evening 
Division to its rightful place in The 
Xavier University News . . . supervised 
the preparation of seven Evening Divi-
sion students for their college degrees and 
of others for their diplomas and certifi-
cates . . . and night after night either sat 
a t his desk or visited in various classrooms 
personally dealing with the problems that 
756 men and women can present. 
On the following pages is a more de-
tailed chronicle of the Xavier Evening 
Division. I t will tell you of our courses, 
our instructors, and our social activities. 
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CONTEMPORARY HISTORY 
First Row: Shepard, Post, Grace, 
McDonald. Second Row: Masterson, 
J. Ryan, Ballance, John Shea, Kern. 
Third Row: Thoma, Hardig, Mack-
zum. 
STATE TAXATION 
First Row: Russell, Poetker, Nellis. 
Second Row: Cannon, Mooter. Third 
Row: F. Weber, S. McEntee, Schmid, 
Boehm. 
The Evening Division of Xavier Uni-
versity was organized in 1911 to supply 
citizens of Greater Cincinnati with courses 
of cultural and of practical value. Under 
the cultural heading come courses in 
philosophy, literature, speech, language, 
mathematics, science, political science, 
and history. Courses designed to aid 
vocational interests of students are offered 
m accounting, secretarial work, economics, 
business law, advertising, journalism, tax-
ation, insurance, sociology, and salesman-
ship. Classes meet weekly on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, or Fri-
day evening from 6:45 to 8:30 or in some 
cases to 9:15. 
SOPHOMORE FRENCH AND 
GERMAN 
First Row: Kyte, Anderson, Sinnott, 
Grassbaugh, C. Neiheisel. Second 
Row: Justice, Mathews, Linnihan, 
Berssenbruegge, G. Davis, Terhar. 
Third Row: Coch, E. Liedhegner. 
F R E S H M A N E N G L I S H 
First Row: Swisshelm, Sullivan, Bren-
nan, Haacke, Bruns, Glueck. Second 
Row: Flaherty, Pendergast, Mc-
Carthy, Treanor, Foote. Third Row: 
Wagner, Voile, Gosink, Beckmeyer, 
Burke. Fourth Row: J. Flynn, W. 
Liedhegner, Kreke, Voile. 
M O D E R N L I T E R A T U R E 
First Row: M. Hatfield, C. Klocker, 
Eberhart , R. Weber, Coyle. Second 
Row: Freking, Kohrman, Joseph Shea, 
Ellert. Third Row: Monat, Wright, 
Stehlin, Dapper, John Shea, Master-
A M E R I C A N H I S T O R Y 
First Row: Simeoni, Mueller, Wright, 
Tomasetti . Second Row: Freking, D . 
Roney, Wietmarschen, Daumeyer, 
Stehlin. 
The past school year started happily 
with the announcement that there would 
be seventeen new courses available to the 
students in the Evening Division. And 
with the titles of new courses came a 
brisk enrollment. Every one of them 
was a modern subject; every one was im-
portant either for our cultural or our pro-
fessional life. Consider their timely ap-
peal: Radio Speech Technique; Advanced 
Journalism; American Literature; Ad-
vanced Effective Speaking; Social Hygiene 
(personal; community); Municipal Gov-
ernment; Trigonometry; Citizenship and 
Political Parties; Apologetics; Advanced 
Advertising; Abnormal Psychology; Men-
C O R R E C T E N G L I S H 
First Row: Collett, StoU, Berchem, 
Pulsfort, Gramer, Bacon, Balton, 
Young, Gill, Masterson, Teipel. Sec-
ond Row: McAuliffe, Muething, Uhrig, 
Hehman, Mathews, Huth , Geers, 
Engelhart, Carroll. Third Row: 
Richey, Osterday, Lang, Dapper, 
Burkhardt, Hardig, Schmidt, Scholle, 
Boehmker. Fourth Row: Scully, 
Kling, Kreimborg, Buse, Goeltz, 
Summe, Maher. 
A C C O U N T I N G I ( G R O U P B ) 
First Row: Hug, Pulsfort, Shomaker, 
Flanigan, Kronage, L. Boehme, Mar-
shall, V. Boehm, R. Hopkins, Luken, 
M. Klopp. Second Row: Crosby, 
Auberger, Kallmeyer, Felix, R. Mc-
Entee, E. Gruber, Brock, A. Flynn, 
L. Jacobs, Grace. Third Row: Fox, 
M. Brady, Kloentrup, Wetherell, 
Pielage, Rotert, Gabriel, Dyer, Hessler, 
Fourth Row: U. Gruber, Say res, Ein-
haus, Bugganer, Partusch. 
F E D E R A L I N C O M E TAXATION 
First Row: Nellis, Bell, Gill, Lahre, 
Poetker, Russell. Second Row: Mc-
Entee, Connaughton, Heilker, Weber, 
Weiss. Third Row: Ortman, Mooter, 
Cannon, Klopp. 
E L E M E N T A R Y AND F R E S H M A N 
G E R M A N 
First Row: McGurk, M. Neiheisel, 
Koch, Shrimpton, Ebert . Second Row: 
Muiter, Eberhardt , Kabbes, Grace. 
Third Row: Coffin, Wimberg, Niles. 
tal Hygiene; Advanced French; Advanced 
German; American History, and Qualita-
tive Chemistry. 
Along with these courses that were 
being introduced were those which are 
given annually or which are rotated so as 
to be given every second or third year. 
They, too, are selected upon the basis of 
their value to busy men and women who 
are preparing themselves as earnestly as 
possible for business or professional 
careers: Accounting (Introductory; Prin-
ciples; Practice; Advanced Problems; 
Auditing); Fundamental Advertising; 
Business Law (Elementary Law and 
Contracts; Agency; Bankruptcy; Sales; 
E L E M E N T A R Y A N D F R E S H M A N 
F R E N C H 
First Row: Hogan, O'Connell, Eber-
hart , M. Timmerding, Hearn. Second 
Row: Ellert, John Shea, Stehlin, 
Joseph Shea. 
BUSINESS LAW I I - I I I 
First Row: Flake, Gat to, Eilerman, 
Wimmer, J. Flynn, Mackzum. Second 
Row: McAuliff, Hauger, Sweeney, 
Reardon, Kern, Tiemeier, Jung. 
A D V E R T I S I N G II 
First Row: Shrage, Otting, A. Davis, 
H. Klopp, Boeing, Thomas. Second 
Row: Frey, Gerding, Hackman, Smith. 
S P E E C H I 
First Row: McHugh, Kroeger, Mc-
Daniel, Borchelt, J. Gass, Kamp, 
Collett. Second Row: Koch, Walsh, 
D. Gass, Pelzer, Conlon, McCarthy, 
Treanor, M. Schneider. Third Row: 
Maline, Wiegand, E. Lang, Roelker, 
John Shea, Hukle, Zms. Fourth Row: 
Kreeb, Duncan, Weitmarschen, Con-
long, Grayson, Kern. 
Property; Bailments and Carriers); In-
organic Chemistry; Economics (Princi-
ples; Economic History of the United 
States; Marketing; Credits and Collec-
tions); English (Freshman Composition; 
Correct English; Business English; Studies 
Modern Literature); Elementary 
French; Elementary German; Contem-
porary History; Insurance (Science and 
Fundamentals; Economic Use of Life 
Insurance and Salesmanship; Selling Life 
Insurance; Fire and Allied Lines; Cas-
ualty and Surety); Principles of Journal-
ism; College Algebra; Philosophy (Logic; 
Epistemology; Psychology; General and 
Advanced; Ethics, General and Applied); 
E C O N O M I C S I I 
First Row: Smith, Klopp, H. Manus, 
O'Connor, H. Weber, Siegle, Grace. 
Second Row: Berning, E. Roney, 
Wedding, Nolting, Nochech, Schmidt. 
Third Row: Partusch, Kleiner, Kron, 
Braun, Donovan, Ryan. 
A C C O U N T I N G ( G R O U P A) 
First Row: Pleiman, Becker, Wolter, 
Erpenbeck, Strieker, Schmidt, Tucker, 
Second Row: Pendergast, Meyer, H. 
Walter, Bell, Beckman, Loftus. Third 
Row: Zins, Remle, R. Schmidt, C. 
Walter, Ritter, Mueninghoff, Collins. 
Fourth Row: Buescher, Helmers, 
Ladrigan, Wessner, Langhorst, Meiner-
ding, Brennan, Winstel. 
A M E R I C A N L I T E R A T U R E 
First Row: V. Sullivan, Friedrich, 
Wieck, C. Neiheisel, Schwartz. Second 
Row: A. Uhrig, E. Timmerding, Gnau, 
A. Cunningham, Mathews. Third 
Row: Wilken, Hardig, Nolting, Ver-
hoeven. Wedding. 
BUSINESS E N G L I S H 
First Row: Schock, Kiefler, Sunder-
man, Murphy, Helmer, Eckert, Fahey, 
M. Klocker. Second Row: Weigand, 
Rosalie Schnieders, Haag, Welsh, P. 
Hopkins, Heinen. Third Row: Lock-
wood, Boeing, Berting, Wolf, Ries, 
Maue, Torino, A. Kennedy. Fourth 
Row: V. Hackman, Woerner, Mass-
man, Kramer, Rowekamp, Geisen, 
Johansing. 
/ \ \ 
General Physics; Salesmanship (Funda-
mental; Advanced); Secretarial Practice 
(Typing; Shorthand); Effective Speech; 
and Taxation (Federal Income; Ohio and 
Federal). 
The courses that a school offers, how-
ever, are no better than the men assigned 
to present them. A word, then, about 
our Xavier Instructors. Eight of them 
are Jesuit Fathers making education their 
life's business. In addition to Dean 
Malloy these are the Revs. Mur tha J. 
Boylan, A.M., Ph .D. ; John H. GroUig, 
A.M.; Terence T. Kane, A.M., J .C.D.; 
Urban H. Killacky, A.M.; Oscar J. La 
Plante, Ph .D. ; Fred N. MiUer, A.M.; and 
S E C R E T A R I A L P R A C T I C E 
First Row: Manassah, Mullaney, 
Tierney, Schneider, C. Klocker, Sun-
derman. Long, Fritsch, Delaney. 
Second Row: Wingerberg, Klocker, 
Schomaker, Fitzpatrick, Pflum, Geers, 
Baker, Schwartz. Third Row: Morris, 
Perrine, Meiner, Barker, Dietrich, 
Salio, Boone. Fourth Row: Haver-
kamp, Huggins, Geise, Ritter, Walsh, 
Baumann, A. Flynn. 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
First Row: Voile, Altmeyer, Ernst, 
Linnihan, Grace, Schmitt, Cunning-
ham, Brady, Kehm, Boehme. Second 
Row: Corbett, Vastine, Schmitt, Dahl-
man, Morrissey, Jobst, Klei, Ogden, 
Hayes, McGurk. Third Row: Ryan, 
Ballance, Buse, Bonner, Hardig, 
Wilken, Smith. 
I N T R O D U C T O R Y A C C O U N T I N G 
First Row: Mullaney, Haacke, M. 
Schneider, Rosalia Schnieders, Mc-
Cormack, R. Meiners, D. Callaghan, 
R. Callaghan, Manassah. Second 
Row: A. Meiner, Rulander, Bothast, 
Rieskamp, H. Crowe, A. Hatfield, M. 
Lohre, Carle. Third Row: Sexton, 
Ante, Reedy, Rolfes, Giblin, Schawann. 
Morris, J. Fl^mn, Lannon. Fourth 
Row: Ha verkamp, E. Lohman, Maly, 
A. Lang, Geise, E. Lang, Biery, A. 
.^leier, Costello, A. Huseman. Fifth 
l\ow: Niemeyer, Sticklin, Romes, H. 
Si hneider, H. Smith, McCabe, Scholle. 
LOGIC - E P I S T E M O L O G Y 
tirst Row: F. Davis, M. Bechtel, 
y\. Sedler, Straub, Brennan, Duncan, 
.\\cDaniel, L. Sedler, McHugh, Behrle. 
Second Row: Bruns, Hess, Lonergan, 
i'.lierhardt, Gnau, Fenbers, Clifford, 
I'fister, Romes, A. Bechtel. Third 
How: Wilmhoff, Ellert, G. Buescher, 
!• rcking, Wright, Schlosser, Bonner, 
iMake, Zins. Fourth Row: Stehlin, A. 
liuse, Baehner. 
Victor C. Stechschulte, A.M., M.S., Ph .D. 
All of these priests are also professors on 
the Avondale campus of the university, 
as are eight of our lay instructors: Pro-
fessors William T. Burns, A.B., LL.D. ; 
WiUiam E. Chancellor, A.M.; John F. 
Deupree, Ph .D. ; John F. Graber, A.M.; 
Kenneth P. Jordan, B.C.S.; James C. 
Perry, A.M.; Edwin F. Thorburn, C.P.A.; 
and Charles F. Wheeler, Ph .D. 
Cooperating with these regular mem-
bers of the Xavier faculty in giving our 
courses are a group of business and pro-
fessional men of Cincinnati, each ap-
pointed because of his excellent qualifica-
tions to work in his field. This group con-
F I R E I N S U R A N C E 
First Row: Lewis, Malloy, Doench, 
Harmeling, Tracey, Brock, Kennedy, 
Miller. Second Row: Cannon, Kilev, 
Dehony, Buse, McDermott . 
G E N E R A L PSYCHOLOGY 
First Row: Caruso, Drennan, Oechslin, 
Tegeder, Gibbons, Zins, Fisher, Mc-
Daniel, Geiger, Anderson. Second 
Row: Blessinger, Kroeger, Betz, 
Kemme, Gnau, Ernst , Boone, Bill 
Huber. Third Row: Sinnott, Justice, 
Theim, Rulander, Bishop, Gleason, 
Neiheisel, C. Abrams." Fourth Row: 
McMahon, Kohrman, G. Buescher, 
Flemming, Wright, Schlosser, Mid-
dendorf, Verhoeven, Decker. Fijth 
Row: Junk, E. Liedhegner, Freking, 
Tiemeier, R. Donev, Ritter, O'Keefe, 
Wietholter. 
BUSINESS LAW I 
First Row: Langenbrunner, M. Hack-
man, Kammer, L. Jacobs, Grace. 
Second Row: Fehring, R. McEntee, 
Wetherell, Maue, Jos. Shea, E. 
Gruber. Third Row: Duncan, Wiet-
marschen, E. Kluener, R. Buescher. 
ECONOMICS I 
First Row: Fridrich, H. Manus, 
Altmeyer, Kruessel, Ries. Second 
Row: Mezur, Pielage, Rotert, Mass-
man, Frve, D. Ronev. 
sists of Miss Florence Albers, A.M., 
M.C.S., secretary and treasurer of The 
Breese Brothers Co.; Messrs. Edward A. 
Boalt, C.L.U., George B. Maggini, A.B., 
and Timothy Kilday, insurance execu-
tives; Mr. Alfred E. Braun, B.S.C, 
executive of The Crosley Radio Corpora-
tion; Mr. Carl L. BumiUer, Com.E., 
LL.B., attorney for The Union Central 
Life Insurance Co.; Messrs. Joseph T. 
Carney, LL.B., Philip J. Kennedy, A.B., 
LL.B., and James E. O'Connell, A.B., 
LL.M., attorneys-at-law; Mr. Frank J. 
Crow, A.M., of The Frank Crow Direct 
Mail Advertising Co.; Mr. James P. 
Glenn, A.B., of St. Xavier High School; 
APOLOGETICS 
First i?ow: McDaniel, H. Stoll, Fitz-
gerald, Geiger, Blessinger. Second 
i?ow:_ Mathews, Kabbes, O'Hara, V. 
Dietrich. 
I N O R G A N I C C H E M I S T R Y 
First Row: J. Linnemann, Cook, 
Linnihan, Newton. Second Row: W. 
Liedhegner, C. Kleiner, Walz, E. 
Liedhegner, Houben. Third Row: 
Kohrman, Coch, Walker, T. Huseman. 
SOCIAL H Y G I E N E 
First Row: D. Smith, H. Smith, 
Vastine, Zins, Perrine, Kistner. Second 
Row: Terhar, Schultz, Brandhorst, 
Hogan, Beckmeyer. Third Row: Jos. 
Shea, Freking, Leist. 
JOURNALISM 
First Row: Glueck, P. Corcoran, 
Humbrecht, McDaniel, McHugh. Sec-
ond Row: G. Sheehan, Brennan, 
M a r k s , S c h u s t e r . Third Row: 
Schawann, Muehlenkamp, J. Kelley, 
Willing, Loftus. 
Dr. Frank K. Harder, A.B., M.D. , acting 
health commissioner of Cincinnati; Mr. 
John L. Fricker, B.C.S., auditor for J. 
D. Cloud and Company; Mr. Stanley A. 
Hittner, B.C.S., C.P.A., accountant; Mr. 
Robert L. Otto, A.B., of The Cincinnati 
Post; and Mr. William W. Savage, A.B., 
of the Douglas Allen and Leland Davis, 
Inc. 
To all these professors, clerical and lay. 
we express our gratitude for their helpful-
ness. Their assistance was genuine and 
in no sense perfunctory. The substantial 
nature of their contribution to our school, 
evidenced to us nightly in their class-
rooms, is further evidenced by the length 
of time that many of them have been 
serving us. Dr. Burns has been on the 
faculty since 1911. Mr. Hittner, popular 
lecturer in second-year accounting, was 
A C C O U N T I N G III - IV 
First Row: Hauger, Russel, Wimmer, 
Henke, Roling, Nellis, D. Flynn. 
Second Row: Cunningham, Koetting, 
Flake, Gat to, Burke, Deiterman. 
Third Row: Rieger, Kiley, Leser, 
Baehner, Bruehl, S. McEntee, Reid-
inger. Fourth Row: F. Schrage, Van 
Arnam, Kling, Rebold, Middendorf, 
F. Lohman. 
SALESMANSHIP 
First Row: E . Lang, Decker, R. Effler, 
E. Meier, Giblin. Second Row: 
Schuster, Scholle, Fridrich, Willing, 
Hugenberg, Haverkamp, J. Schrage, 
Third Row: Maher, Gerding, E. 
Kluener, H. Schneider, Sticklin, A. 
Kluener. Fourth Row: E . Kelley. 
Summe, Kreimborg, Schaefer, Eckes. 
T R I G O N O M E T R Y 
First Row: Walker, Berssenbruegge, 
A. Meier. Second Row: Hock, \^^ 
Liedhegner. 
|?s«yl 
ANALYTICAL C H E M I S T R Y 
First Row: Ballance, Gilkey, Bernard. 
Second Row: Schweikert, Kreke, 
Ballance, Hock. 
named to the Xavier staff eighteen years 
ago. Dr. Boylan has taught in the Even-
ing Division since 1919 except for three 
years. Mr. Braun, whose 1937-38 class 
of eighty-six first-year students set a new 
record for accounting courses and neces-
sitated his teaching his course to two 
divisions on different nights, has been a 
Xavier lecturer since 1927. A majority 
of our other teachers have been associated 
with the Evening Division more than five 
years. 
A year ago we quoted what one of our 
professors had to say about his work with 
us in the Evening Division, and we are 
going to repeat that instructor's opinion 
in this year 's M U S K E T E E R : " M y work in 
the Evening Division is a real pleasure. 
M y students there are earnest and ambi-
tious. They invest not only their hard-
M E N T A L H Y G I E N E 
First Row: Hayes, Halpin, Tuke, 
Suhre, C. Klei, M. Schmitt, Ogden, 
Saik, Corbett. Second Row: Altmeyer, 
Ernst, Linnihan, Grace, Brady, Cun-
ningham, L. Schmitt, C. Bishop. 
Third Row: Jobst, McKeown, R. 
Boehme, A. Callahan, Voile. Fourth 
Row: A. Huseman, Hardig, A. Buse, 
Bonner, Ballance, J. Ryan. 
ACCOUNTING I I 
First Row: McMahon, Zins, Mc-
Donough, Gosink, Kammer, M. Neid-
hard, Rawe. Second Row: F. Bill, 
Connor, H. Bill, Koegel, Gerhard-
stein, Slaughter. Third Row: Kuhl, 
Johansing, Geisting, Gasdorf, Waters. 
Fourth Row: Flaig, Suttmiller, Goeltz, 
Kramer, Eling, E. Kluener. 
A D V A N C E D F R E N C H A N D 
G E R M A N 
First Row: Zapf, Grace, Kellams, 
Schwartz. Second Row: Dapper, 
Wright. 
S P E E C H I I 
First Row: Zapf, Kettner, Bitter. 
Second Row: Cannon, Boeing, Moser, 
Jos. Shea. 
earned money, but also their precious 
leisure in acquiring their education. They 
sincerely appreciate everything that I do 
for them. And it gives me great satis-
faction to see how many of my evening 
students have attained success and even 
prominence in the work which Xavier has 
prepared them to undertake. I should 
not willingly relinquish my work with 
them." Thank you. Professor; we shall 
try to keep ourselves worthy of your 
generous opinion. 
The future of the Evening Division 
does look bright. I t is encouraging to 
realize that each student spreads the news 
of his alma mater and when one multiplies 
that by 756, there is reason to believe 
that 1938-39 will see another notable in-
crease of those who are looking to Xavier 
for their training and their happiness. 
POLITICAL S C I E N C E 
Lejt to Right: Hight, Verhoeven, 
Freking, Tenhundfeld, D . Roney, 
Stehlin. 
A D V E R T I S I N G I 
First Row: Funsch, Bockelman, Hat -
field, A. Linnemann, Farrell, P. 
Hopkins, A. Young. Second Row: 
Macke, Schuster, Willing, Kreimborg, 




C H A I R M E N OF C O M M I T T E E S FOR P R E - L E N T E N P A R T Y 
First Row: P . Hopkins, Cards; J. Moser, General Chairman; Shephard, Prizes. 
Standing: G. Eckes, Dance; C. Klocker, Publicity; J. Klopp, Music; G. Buescher, 
Tickets. 
Social activities for students in the 
Evening Division are planned very effec-
tively. In nightly use is the lounge room 
on the third floor of the building. Fur-
nished with radio and with table tennis 
equipment, this tastefully decorated room 
is the haven where many spend much 
time before and after class. I t is an 
ideal place to chat, sometimes to dance, 
and when there are not too many present, 
to read. 
The tradition of free monthly dances 
was continued throughout the past year. 
As soon as the 8:30 bell sounded after 
class on the appointed evenings, the 
strains of the latest dance hit would come 
floating down from the assembly hall on 
the fourth floor. There was a "Get-
Acquainted" party in October, a Thanks-
giving party in November, a Christmas 
par ty in December. Underclassmen from 
the Avondale campus were our guests at 
this last affair. The co-eds had their own 
party in January, the men had their stag 
in March. The February party will be 
described later. Lent, of course, saw no 
Dancing at Pre-Lenten Par ty 
Above: Pre-Lenten Par ty 
Below: The Lounge Room Girl's Par ty - January 20 
^ ^ • : 
C O M M I T T E E FOR P R E - L E N T E N D A N C E A N D CARD P A R T Y 
First Row: Zins, Bockelman, Murphy, C. Neiheisel, Shepard, Voile Zapf, M. Neiheisel, P. Hopkins, R. Meiners. Second 
Row: Sexton, Tiemeier, Sweeney, McCarthy, C. Klocker, Gibbons, Middendorf, Klopp, Lannon. Third Row: Moser, 
F. Weber, Hardig, G. Buescher, Eckes, Dehoney, Giesting, Coch, H. Weber. 
dances, but May brought with it our 
annual "See-You-Next-September" party, 
at which the seniors of the night high 
schools of Cincinnati were our guests. 
Heralded with great preparation, the 
annual Evening Division Card Par ty and 
Dance was held at the Hotel Alms, 
February 24. For this occasion the hotel 
management graciously turned over the 
Marie Antoinette ballroom, the foyer, and 
the main dining room to us for the even-
ing. Even so we were crowded. Music 
was supplied by Bob Rainier's Orchestra, 
prizes for the card players were beautiful 
decks of cards, and everyone left feeling 
that another glorious success had been 
added to those for which the Evening 
Division is famous. Not least important 
is the fact that the party was financially 
successful, for on it depends the con-
tinuance of our monthly dance program. 
Of real social importance, too, is the 
fact that the undergraduates on the 
Avondale campus came again to the 
Evening Division to seek their queen for 
the Xavier Prom of '38. They found her 
m lovely Miss Ruth Kiefler, who made an 
unforgetable monarch as she marched 
down the resplendent Hall of Mirrors of 
the Netherland Plaza on the arm of the 
president of Xavier's senior class, Mr. 
Paul Kelly. Dignity, beauty and a smile 
that captivated all who beheld her were 
her charming attributes. 
Thus it can be seen that while the 
Evening Division students are to a large 
extent adults seeking cultural and voca-
tional training, their motto is not "all 
work and no play." By a carefully 
planned program of recreation and social 
events, open to the general public, the 
students are able to vary their nightly 
routine and present concrete proofs of 
their industrj^ and ability as members of 
various groups and committees. The 
social activity of the Evening Division is 
entirely in the hands of students. Tha t 
they so well succeeded in their work is a 
tribute to their own work and to their 
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KAPPA SIGMA M U O F F I C E R S 
First Row: Loebker, Bockelman, P . Hopkins, Geiger. Second Row: J. Klopp, C. Boyle, President; H. Weber. 
Third Row: G. Buescher, F. Weber, Moser, Rechtin. 
Kappa Sigma Mu 
Since the autumn of 1920 Kappa Sigma 
Mu, better known as Kasimu, has been 
the leading social organization of students 
in the Xavier Evening Division. I ts pur-
pose is four-fold: " I t promotes loyalty to 
Xavier's Evening Division and to its 
ideals, paramount among which is co-
operation; its fosters friendly social rela-
tions; it furthers chivalry, charity, and 
loyalty to Xavier; and it promotes the 
interests of members of Kasimu, provided 
always that they rebound to the honor 
and glory of Xavier and the good of the 
organization." 
Kappa and Sigma signify Commerce 
and Sociology, the title by which the 
Evening Division was known when Kasi-
mu was instituted, and Mu signifies the 
surname of Ann Mentink, Xavier coed 
whose popularity and ability caused her 
to be chosen Kasimu's first president. 
Present officers are Charles Boyle, presi-
dent; George Rechtin, vice-president; 
Joseph Klopp, treasurer; Ruth Loebker, 
recording secretary; and Pauline Hopkins, 
corresponding secretary. 
During 1937-38 Kasimu continued its 
tradition of furnishing three scholarships 
to the Evening Division. One is awarded 
its own member making the highest 
average, and two are conferred on stu-
dents leading the classes in sophomore 
accounting and in sophomore economics. 
These students were Robert Woerner, 
Julia Russell, and Eugene Ritter, respec-
tively. To finance its scholarships Kasimu 
held a "formal" in the ballroom of the 
Hotel Gibson and a skating party at the 
Norwood Skating Rink. 
The newest activity of Kasimu is its 
"new student" contest conducted last 
September and won by Agnes Geiger. 
This enterprise, which brought 45 new^ 
students to the Evening Division to raise 
the total enrollment to a new high of 
756, will be repeated next fall. 
Since its organization, Kasimu has been 
one of the most active groups affiliated 
with Jesuit education in Cincinnati. I ts 
development has been a counter-part of 
the expansion witnessed by the Evening 
Division itself since its foundation. 
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M A J O R FRANK CAMM M A J O R A. M. H A R P E R CAPTAIN GEORGE E . WROCKOLFF 
ROTC 
The field artillery unit that came into 
being a t Xavier last year and exercised 
such a profound influence on the lower-
classmen was welded firmly into uni-
versity life on the Xavier campus where 
the Jesuits, founded 400 years ago by an 
erstwhile soldier, had fashioned a tradi-
tion that welcomed such an institution as 
the Reserve Officers Training Corps. For 
the preparation of men for national emer-
gencies is only one of the many objectives 
to which the R. O. T. C. is dedicated. 
Discipline of mind and body, personal 
neatness, communities of ideals and 
efforts, equality, and industry—some of 
the other aims of the R. O. T. C. har-
monize perfectly with the storied Jesuit 
traditions that have become world-famous 
and rightly entitle the Jesuits themselves 
to the top position among the world's 
educators, both Catholic and non-Cath-
olic. 
Commanding officer of the unit and 
professor of military science and tactics 
is Major A. M. Harper. Assisting Major 
Harper have been Major Frank Camm 
and Captain George E. Wrockloff. All 
have become intimate parts of university 
life during the two years in which they 
cooperated to vitalize the incipient unit 
and make it popular with students, 
alumni, and friends of the university 
alike. 
The freshmen and sophomores are 
compelled to take military training, and 
from the better students will be selected 
next September a limited number who 
will be privileged to take the advanced 
course. Many more applications for the 
course have been received than the con-
gressional allotment for such purposes 
can finance, and it is likely that many of 
the applications will of necessity be 
refused. Advanced work entitles the 
French Sev^enty-five Millimeter Gun 
T H E PISTOL T E A M 
First Row: Ma;. Harper, Roll, Jurgens, Antonelli, Tillman, Summers, Rack, Schuh, Sgt. Kenneth Fletcher, Coach 
Second Row: Oker, V. Beckman, Centner, Rees, Faith, Burke, Schmidt, Weigand. 
cadet to regular pay. After two years of 
this, a commission as a reserve officer can 
be obtained. 
The Military Ball, the very colorful 
winter event on Xavier's social calendar, 
was held in the resplendent Hall of 
Mirrors of the Hotel Netherland Plaza 
in mid-December. Another activity that 
has found great favor with the cadets is 
the pistol team, coached this season by 
Sergeant Kenneth C. Fletcher and winner 
over such outstanding teams as Princeton, 
Harvard, and Cornell. In its first year 
of existence, the team achieved an unusual 
record against exceptionally strong col-
legiate competition. 
As motives to the cadets to give the 
fullest of their talents at all times during 
the year and in all military activities, the 
department of military science and tactics 
has established numerous medals for such 
widely varied activities as scholastic at-
tainment, drills, marksmanship, discipline, 
and character. A special military award 
is the Colonel Charles F. Williams gold 
medal and two-hundred dollar cash prize 
given to the student with the highest 
scholastic and disciplinary ranking in 
military work. Last year this coveted 
prize was won by John F. O'Connor. I t 
is awarded annually at the Commence-
ment Exercises of the University. 
The Xavier R. O. T. C. band has made 
its mark among musical organizations of 
its kind. With a repertoire of many 
novelty numbers, skilled formations, and 
a wide schedule of appearances, the band 
has been an important adjunct to Xavier 
since the inception of military training. 
Among its appearances during the past 
year were at the corps day formations, 
the football games, the armistice day 






C A D E T O F F I C E R S 
First Row: Oker, Meister, Antonelli, Ruff, Holley, Rielly, E. Geers, Hart laub, Oker, Casello. Second Row: Meyer, 
Dineen, Tillman, Rack, Harper, Dooley, P. Geers, Burke, Dalton, Millitzer, J. O'Connor. Third Row: Meyer, Fox, 
Groneman, Heck, Blum, Kennedy, Low, Schuh, Tillman, Leugers. 
parade, and the Kentucky Derby Festival 
parade where Xavier bands have taken 
part for several years. 
Mr. A. G. Schaefer was in charge of the 
musical work of the band. The military 
representative was Captain Wrockloff 
while Rev. John V. Usher, S.J., acted as 
moderator. Cadet Robert Har t laub was 
drum ma; or for the third consecutive year. 
The Xavier Order of Military Merit, 
an organization begun by the military 
department to honor cadets who have 
shown themselves to be exceptionally 
proficient in military science, was the only 
society in the University which refrained 
as a matter of policy from selecting any 
permanent officers during the past scholas-
tic year. I t was considered that each of 
the members was so eminently qualified 
for leadership that formal executive domi-
nation of the group would be not only 
unnecessary for the accomplishment of 
its purposes but would also support un-
just inferences regarding the lesser cap-
abilities of members not selected as 
officers. 
O R D E R OF M I L I T A R Y M E R I T 
First Row: Antonelli, J. O'Connor, Meyer, Martin, Summers, P. Geers. 
Second Row: Schmidt, Dooley, Kennedy, Rielly, Tepe. 
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First Row: Weigand, Weingartner, Luken, Middendorf, P. Beckman, Roll, Jones, Low, F. Burke, J. Smith, Koch, 
Maifeld, Yeager. Second Row: Benson, Ruff, Murray, Antonelli, Rack, Welp, Gruber, Meister, Hartlaub, ' Ryan,' 
Bruder, Cahill. Third Row: Moloney, Menke, Heim, J. O'Connor, V. Beckman, Saxton, Jurgens, V. Smith, 'Welchi 
Vetter, Ullrich, Brungs, Schwegmann, Schweinefuss. Fourth Row: Schmitt, Beumer, Holley, Hausman, Tuke,'Wilson^ 
Martin, Schuh, D. Moore, James Patton, Singer. Fijth Row: Clark, Geoghegan, Kennedy, Heck, Kuhlman, Tobe^ 
Kissel. Sixth Row: Elsaesser, Wilger, Farrel, Cassady, Knoepfle, Lucas. 
The Sodality is the organization which 
has assumed student spiritual leadership 
in the University both in opposing all 
anti-Catholic influences among youth, 
and in the more positive activity of 
endeavoring to increase the dissemina-
tion of Christian principles and their 
application to modern problems. 
The steady progress of the society 
under the direction of President Edward 
J. Kennedy, Jr., during the first semester 
when the induction of new members took 
place, was continued and increased by 
The Sodality 
EDWARD J. 
K E N N E D Y , JR. , 
President 
the new group of officers who assumed 
their duties immediately after their elec-
tion in early February. 
Jack A. Jones was chosen president. 
His assistants included Paul C. Beckman 
as first prefect, William J. Roll as second 
prefect, Edward J. Kennedy as secretary, 
Donald M. Middendorf as treasurer, and 
John A. Low and Francis P. Burke as 
sacristans. The Rev. Bernard L. Sell-
meyer, S.J., served as Sodality moderator 
for the year. 
The activities introduced through the 
initiative of these executives were very 
numerous. Among the more important 
of them were the Pa tna Mission raffle 
which ended April I I and which was 
directed by Robert F. Meyer for the 
benefit of the Jesuit mission in Patna, 
India; the skating party which was held 
on May 6; and the Field Mass which was 
said in the football stadium on M a y 19. 
Moreover, many eminent speakers, in-
cluding the Rev. John A. Kilian, S.J., 
who spoke on the missions in India, and 
the Most Rev. Bishop James E. Walsh, 
S.M., Superior General of the Mary knoll 
Mission Society, who spoke about China, 
enlivened the meetings with their interest-
ing discussions. 
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First Row: Schmidt, Sills, Donlin, Rees, Fey, Koch, Culver, Inkrot, Bens, Director; Schack, Krekeler, Downey, 
McDermott , Mackey, Bernens, Krebs, Lampe. Second Row: Lett, Gorman, Guisinger, Kluska, Vetter, Ferguson, 
Dirksen, McEvoy, f. Flick, Smith, Kucia, Tuke, Harper, Craffey, F . Moore. Third Row: Gallagher, John Aylward, 
Lucas, Tepe, Rodenfels, Dalton, W. Walsh, Brosley, Willenborg, Baker, Blunt, Bruch, Hoenemeyer, Saxton, Fogarty, 
McGee, Ryan, Gonella. 
The Clef Club 
For a number of years the Clef Glee 
Club has held its place among the favorite 
choral organizations of the midwest, and 
each September brings a spirited interest 
as competition for graduation-vacancies 
inaugurates a busy season of activity. 
Under the skilled direction of Franklin 
Bens, the Club which was founded more 
than a decade ago by Father Francis J. 
Finn, renowned Jesuit author, then on 
the faculty at Xavier, has swung steadily 
higher as each year brings an inspiring 
schedule of new concerts before various 
clubs, theatres, schools, and other organ-
izations in greater Cincinnati. 
Evidence of the steady evolution of the 
Club can be found in its ever-enlarging 
repertoire and in the creation this season 
of a quartet consisting of Thomas Harper, 
Robert Lampe, Francis Moore, and John 
Schack. This nascent unit of the larger 
choral group has already carved itself a 
permanent place by virtue of its unex-
pectedly wide popularity among various 
organizations. 
Crowning the year 's activity was the 
final concert and dance held on the Roof 
Garden atop Cincinnati's Greater Hotel 
Gibson on May 24. Heading the com-
mittee in charge of this event which^was 
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open to the general public was Charles L. 
McEvoy, senior student and veteran 
member of the organization. Assisting 
McEvoy were John E. Fogarty, Frank 
X. Dalton, Wilbert Ferguson, Leonard 
Donlin, Richard T. Schmidt, and John 
Smith. 
The officers who guided the Club 
through its busy season of concerts were 
President John T. Schack, Vice-President 
Charles L. McEvoy, Treasurer G. Daniel 
Bruch, Librarian C. Joseph Blunt, and 
Business Manager Thomas J. Harper. 
JOHN T . 
SCHACK, 
President 
Top Row: Dooley, Fogarty, Fox, Groneman, Hausman, Luken. 
Bottom Row: O'Connor, Pat ton, Rielly, Roll, Wilson. 
The Mermaid Tavern 
The passes of the Mermaid for 1937-38 
chronicle the usual story. Poems, essays, 
dramas, stories, sketches, in fact every 
form of literary effort found its place at 
some time or other during the past year, 
and the usual mutual criticism accom-
panied each offering to the Muse. 
Limited to thirteen members, the 
writer's club meets each Monday evening 
in the Tavern quarters of the Union 
Building. At intervals, the graduate 
members are invited for what is known 
as an all-Patron Highday, and the steady 
response of the alumni indicates the 
magic power cast by the Tavern over 
VINCENT E . 
SMITH, 
Host 
those whose privilege it is to enter into 
the traditional Friday Room at some 
time during their undergraduate life. 
Some of the major activities sponsored 
annually by the Mermaid Tavern are 
contests in verse and prose, in sonnet and 
story, in essay and drama; publication of 
"The Tavernacular," periodical magazine 
of selected contributions to the Tavern 
boards; celebration of Foundation High-
day, the Mermaid's birthday on the 
Xavier campus, with appropriate cere-
monies; discussions of forms and methods 
of writing; induction ceremonies for all 
new members; a glossary composed of 
words used in the Tavern's famous 
counterpart in Elizabethan England. 
The past year, the seventh in the 
history of the club, was as steady as its 
predecessors in the caliber of the weekly 
programs and the spirit of fellowship 
which the Tavern at tempts to promote in 
the social sessions which follow each meet-
ing. Unique among college organiza-
tions, the club has for its honorary patron 
Mr. John Bunker, famous Catholic poet 
and an Xavier alumnus. 
Father P . J. Sweeney, S.J., founder of 
the Tavern in 1931, is faculty member. 
The host for the past year was Vincent 
E. Smith, a senior in the college of liberal 
arts. 
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Top Row: Benson, Bruder, Burke, Kennedy, Koch, Middendorf. 
Bottom Row: Roll, Smith, Stephan, Wilson, Geers. 
The Dante Club 
Expanding the traditions visioned 
twenty-one years ago when the Dante 
Lecture Club took its place among the 
leading organizations on the Xavier cam-
pus, the past scholastic year afforded rich 
opportunities to twelve students for the 
development of platform talent and the 
diffusion of interest in Catholic art and 
literature. Founded in 1921 and called 
the Dante Club because that year was 
the sixth centennial of the Italian poet's 
death, the organization boasts a reper-
toire of seven lectures on such topics as 
"The Divine Comedy," "The Idylls of 
the King," "The Madonna in Art ," 
" S h a k e s p e a r e , " " A P i l g r i m a g e to 
Lourdes," "Joan d'Arc," and "The Cru-
sades." Several of the present members 
have undertaken to write an eighth lec-
ture during the summer months concern-
ing the life and achievements of Pope 
Pius X L This lecture, according to plans, 
will be featured next fall when the Club 
resumes activity. 
Membership in the Club is determined 
by competitive tryouts and a special 
recommendation from the department of 
English. Only students in the college of 
liberal arts are eligible for admission. The 
lectures are illustrated with stereopticon 
views many of which are themselves 
artistic achievements of famous painters. 
Both home and road appearances give 
ample opportunity to the limited mem-
bership in the improvement of speaking 
talent and the spread of Catholic thought. 
William R. Russ, a senior in the college 
of liberal arts, served as president of the 
Dante Club during the past year. Donald 
M. Middendorf, a junior in the college of 
arts, was business manager. Rev. John 
V. Usher, S.J., moderator, was a constant 
help to the student members as they pre-
pared for their lectures and hence was 
largely instrumental in their success. 




First Row: Roll, Bruder, Griswold, V. Beckman. Second Row: J. O'Connor, J. Smith, Saxtc 
Third Row: Wilson, Hanrahan, E. Kennedy, Wiegand. 
The Chess Club 
Chess, the most purely intellectual of 
all games of skill, known in Hindustan 
as far back as 5000 B.C., has bound to-
gether the disciples of the Queen's Gambit 
and the French Defense to form the 
smallest organization on the campus. 
Harboring a love of the game, and a 
desire of mentally stimulating entertain-
ment, the pawn enthusiasts set out to 
swell their ranks with aspirants of that 
ancient pastime; but the first semester 
A L E X V. 
GRISWOLD, 
President 
witnessed numerous set-backs to their 
progress. 
Somewhat handicapped by lack of 
equipment, and an adequate meeting 
place, the Chess Club did not begin its 
activity until the second semester. 
Under the direction of Alex Griswold, 
president of the Club, an intra-club 
tournament was organized, and as we 
go to press nine members are vieing for 
the coveted Philidor trophy, to be 
awarded to the winner in recognition of 
his supremacy. Those participating in 
the tourney are: Alex Griswold, Frank 
Hanrahan, Edward J. Kennedy, Jr., Vin-
cent Beckman, John O'Connor, Raymond 
J. Wilson, John J. Bruder, William J. F. 
Roll, Jr., Robert L. Weigand, and Jack 
Smith. 
Because of a crowded university schedule 
of activities, no intercollegiate matches 
were arranged during the past season. 
The members of the Club confined their 
ordinary routine to meetings in the 
library at which intra-club matches pro-
vided a laboratory for the lower classmen 
who are expected to renew Xavier 's inter-




First Row: Benson, V. Beckman, V. Smith, Flamm. 
Second Row: Bruch, Kennedy, Hausman, Heck, Wilson. 
The Evidence Guild 
This year marked the second year in 
which the Evidence Guild has been 
classed as a distinct activity of the school. 
For several years before, although the 
work done by this group was performed 
by the Sodality, it was not done under the 
special extra-curricular organization, 
known as the Evidence Guild. 
The duties of the members of this 
organization consists in taking their turns 
a t addressing the convert class, at St. 
Xavier High School every Thursday even-
ing. The student speaker gives a short 
talk and answers any challenges that 
are put to him by members of the class. 
The topics discussed may be any subject 
of interest. 
This society serves a two-fold purpose. 
I t serves to spread the word of God, and 
it also develops the speaking abilities of 
the students of Xavier. The society is 
cooperating with the fine work done by 
Father Warren C. Lilly, S.J., in bringing 
converts into the Church. Vincent E. 
Smith, a senior, served as president of 
the group during the past year. I t was 
largely through his efforts that the organ-
ization maintained its high standard of 
action throughout the year. Other stu-
dents who shared in establishing the 
reputation of the most recent of extra-
curricular activities included: Edward 
Kennedy, Edward Benson, Vincent Beck-
man, Dan Bruch, Donald Middendorf, 
Jack Jones, Alex Heck and Ray Wilson. 
The topics of the speakers may pertain 
to any phase of Catholic thought from an 
explanation of theological doctrine to a 
t reatment of the Catholic Sociology. 





The Masque Society 
For many years, the Masque Dramatic 
Society has red-lettered the activity calen-
dar of Xavier with productions that com-
bine the appeal of a student cast and the 
skill of almost professional performances. 
This season more than maintained the 
fine reputation of the theatre group with 
the production of Bartlett Cormack's 
tense melodrama of gangster-ridden Chi-
cago called "The Racket ." Directed by 
Louis Feldhaus and staged by a capable 
student crew headed by Don D. Moore, 
technical assistant, the play was pre-
sented on M a y 2, before a receptive 
audience at the Odeon Auditorium. 
Several new faces appeared in the act-
ing company of young Xavier students 
who had rehearsed for a period of six 
weeks. Irvin Beumer, a freshman, gave 
a polished rendition of Captain McOuigg, 
the confident Chicago police officer whose 
struggle with the forces of the under-
world forms the theme of the play. An-
other new-comer whose performance was 
exceptionally good was Herbert Heekin, 
cast as Nick Scarsi whose death at the 
hands of a detective provides a thrilling 
climax to the action. 
As presented by the Masque, "The 
Racket" was conceded to be the best 
amateur production of the local season. 
Finished acting and professional stage-
craft provided a thrilling evening to the 
at tentive audience, and the large number 
of undergraduates who took part boded 
well for the future of the Society's pro-
gram. 
From the moment the curtain was 
raised until the climax left the audience 
enthralled, the action moved at a breath-
taking clip. To single out individuals for 
outstanding characteristizations would be 
an injustice to all. The play set forth 
rich opportunities for the cast, and these 
were more than utilized by the talented 
group. 
The work of Beumer, Heekin, and John 
Sweeney, a freshman, who was cast as 
Johnson, the vivacious enemy of Chicago's 
forces of corruption, were particularly 
worthy of note. Also especially well-cast 
were James Patton, a junior; John Fogar-
ty, a senior; and William Clark, a fresh-
man, who played the parts of newspaper 
reporters. 
Others in the cast were: Frederic Nebel, 
Richard Schmidt, Roger McDermott , 
Francis McNerney, Robert Cummins, 
William Casello, Donald Middendorf, 
K e n n e t h Bowle r , J o s e p h G l a d s t o n e , 
Howard Culver, William Rielly, Richard 
Dooley, and Thomas Harper. Robert W. 
Blum served as business manager. 
Together with "The First Legion" pro-
duced during the 1936 season, "The 
Racket" has given the Masque a just 
title as Cincinnati's outstanding amateur 
theatrical group. Much of the success 
enjoyed by the Masque is due to the 
interest and inspiration of the Rev. 
Edward Carrigan, S.J., moderator and 
professor in the drama at the University. 
His deep interest in the Catholic Theatre 
Movement will undoubtedly contribute 
much to its local success, especially in 
regard to the undergraduate Masque 
Society productions. 
Spatial limitations prohibit mention of 
all who helped to make the play so shin-
ing an artistic success. So well qualified 
was the student crew that the director 
was enabled to witness the play from the 
audience. Mr. Moore's expert handling 
of the stage-work was mainly responsible 
for its success. 
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BACKSTAGE AND 
OUT FRONT AT 
"THE RACKET" 
1. Scarsi: "You gotta 
recognize a writ!" 
2. Last Words to the 
Cast. 
3. Checking on Props. 
4. T h e D i r e c t o r 
Directs. 
5. P a i n t , P o w d e r , 
Rouge. 
6. The Scarsi Brothers 
versus the Law. 
7. Exhibit A. 
First Row: Gallagher, P. Kelly, Carroll, Kucia, Nebel, Bergamyer, Schuhmann. Second Row: Walsh, Boehm, Donovan, 
Howe, Geselbracht, Keller, Schmerge, Schmitt. Third Row: Neary, Schwetschenau, McGowan, 
Russ, Lagaly, Craffey, Weiler. 
The Varsity "X" Club 
The Varsity " X " Club is composed of 
undergraduate students who have won a 
monogram for participation in any inter-
collegiate sport. Because of this rigid 
qualification, membership in the group 
rarely exceeds twenty-five. Candidates 
for admission are subjected to a week of 
ordeal called Neophyte Week which us-
ually at tracts city-wide attention. 
The chief aim of the " X " Club is to 
stimulate and foster a love and apprecia-
tion of sportsmanship and fellowship and 
to preserve the close contact and com-
i_̂  FRANK S . 
. •'&& KUCIA, 
v̂ j'-ju'̂  President 
munity of interests which are the results 
of athletic competition. 
During the past few years, the group 
has taken a leading part in the university's 
intramural program and has showed itself 
a willing assistant to the Student Council 
in creating a heated intramural interest 
among Xavier students. Another promi-
nent activity of the group is the annual 
Homecoming Dance which this year was 
held, in conjunction with an alumni 
dinner, at the ballroom of the Hotel 
Sinton. The committee in charge of the 
dance included Frank S. Kucia, who 
served as president of the " X " Club dur-
ing the past year and James G. Farasey, 
a veteran member of the club. 
The " X " Club members do not lose 
their membership by graduation from the 
university. Known as the Graduate " X " 
Association, the lettermen continue their 
active interest in Xavier by assisting in 
whatever way possible, the furtherance of 
the university's athletic fortunes. This 
year the graduate group was headed by 
James L. Nolan, elected by the board of 
governors of the group. An impressive 
induction was held for the incoming inem-
bers at the Fenwick Club where the grad-
uate group conducts its regular meetings. 
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First Row: Murray, J. O'Connor, Griswold, V. Beckman, Ruff. Second Row: Bruder, Hausman, Luken, Bruch. Third 
Row: Centner, Hanrahan, Ritzie, E. Kennedy, Benson. 
The German Club 
One of Xavier's active cultural societies 
is the Heidelberg German Club which 
seeks to supplement the classroom knowl-
edge of German literature with periodic 
discussions of topics pertaining to the 
Teutonic language and traditions. Headed 
this year by Alex V. Griswold, a senior 
in the college of liberal arts, the group 
met at bi-weekly intervals for a program 
arranged entirely from the membership. 
The cultural advancement of the mem-
bers which is the chief aim of the organ-
ization consists chiefly in the delivery of 
a fortnightly talk after which an open-
forum takes place. The topics range from 
intensely literary themes to talks on 
German industry and agriculture, and all 
members are made to lead at least one 
discussion during the course of the year. 
A further activity of the group consists 
m the encouragement to translate Ger-
man classics on the student 's private 
initiative, thus to become more thor-
oughly familiar with the German lan-
guage. These are presented from time to 
time as a supplement to the open-forum 
discussions. 
Membership m the organization is re-
stricted to Xavier undergraduates who 
have studied the German language. Mr. 
John F. Graber, professor of German, is 
moderator, and much of the success at-
tained by the club is attributable to his 
genuine interest in the activity. 
The meetings during the past year 
were held at downtown hotel rooms and 
drew forth an unusually large attendance. 
A banquet to the graduating seniors 
climaxes the year 's program. At this 
session the year 's activity is reviewed, 
and officers are elected to serve for the 
ensuing scholastic year. 










The Debate Team 
The Xavier University debate team, 
consisting of six seniors and one junior, 
compiled one of the most outstanding 
records in years of intercollegiate com-
petition during the past season, losing 
only four debates in a heavy schedule of 
activity. 
Losing the opening contest to Mar-
quette, the Xavier team went through 
twelve successive debates without defeat. 
Both the home and the road schedules 
VINCENT E . 
SMITH, 
Manager 
brought an unusually large share of vic-
tories. 
Members of the team were Vincent E. 
Smith, who served as manager, Edward 
J. Kennedy, Jr., Charles L. McEvoy, 
George D. Bruch, and Albert A. Stephan, 
seniors; and William J. Rielly, the lone 
underclass representative. 
Smith and Kennedy took a trip through 
northern Ohio early in the season and 
met such teams as the University of 
Dayton, Denison University, the Uni-
versity of Akron, Fenn College, Case 
School of Applied Science, and John 
Carroll. 
Stephen and Bruch made a 1000-mile 
trip through four states and met such 
opponents as Purdue University, Beloit 
College, Loyola University, De Paul 
University, Marquet te University, Val-
paraiso University, and Wabash College. 
Rev. P. J. Sweeney, S.J., professor of 
English at Xavier, is coach of the team. 
Much of its fine showing is due to his 
advice to the various members. Father 
Sweeney, a Xavier alumnus, is a former 
member of the debating organization. 
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The Philopedian Society 
Xavier's oldest campus organization. 
The Poland Philopedian Society, com-
pleted its 97th consecutive year of forensic 
activity under the direction of Rev. P. J. 
Sweeney, S.J., who as a student was 
president of the society. This marks 
Father Sweeney's second year as modera-
tor for the society. 
One man debates, with decisions ren-
dered by a house consensus, followed by 
open-forum discussions pro and con on 
the debate question, provided the busi-
ness for the regular fortnightly meetings. 
Critical analyses of the respective debates 
given by Father Sweeney served to verse 
the members in the art of rhetoric and to 
make of inexperienced and mediocre 
speakers and debaters, true and polished 
representatives of the Philopedian Society 
tradition. 
The Varsity Debate team, chosen from 
the roster of the Society enjoyed a 
singularly successful intercollegiate season 
while debating the Phi Kappa Delta 
National Debate Topic with the leading 
universities in the middle-west. 
The 46th Annual Verkamp Memorial 
Debate, outstanding function of the So-
ciety was held in the Mary Lodge Read-
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ing Room as a climax to the debate 
season. 
The student executive committee dur-
ing the school year was comprised of 
Edward J. Kennedy, president; G. Dan 
Bruch, vice-president; Albert A. Stephan. 
chairman of debates. 
Charles L. McEvoy, treasurer, and 
Vincent H. Beckman, Jr., secretary. Mr. 
Beckman recorded the minutes of the 
Society, which have been maintained 
since 1842 and which are kept on record 
in the University Library files. 
EDWARD J. 
K E N N E D Y , JR. , 
President 
Kohlhoff Toomey Kelly P. Beckman 
The Social Comniittee 
In its customary unpretentious and 
unpublicized manner, the Social Com-
mittee has completed another successful 
year at Xavier. Since its inception as an 
advisory body on campus social affairs 
four years ago, the Committee has grad-
ually attained an integral position in the 
social activities of the University, through 
its advice and assistance and financial 
support, through the spirit of organiza-
tion, cooperation and economy, it has 
breathed into the work of the different 
sub-committees m charge of school dances. 
CHARLES L . 
M C E V O Y , 
Chairman 
This year the Social Committee has 
furthered and extended the policy of 
dances-on-campus," inaugurated during 
the '36-'37 year under the sponsorship 
of the Committee. Early in the year, a 
free tea-dance was held in the Union 
House, at the expense of the Social Com-
mittee, to which were invited the students 
of Mount St. Joseph, Our Lady of Cin-
cinnati and Xavier. The "get-together" 
experiments proved such a social at trac-
tion that the Committee saw fit to 
sponsor four other Sunday afternoon tea-
dances at the Union House during the 
course of the year. 
The chairmanship of the Social Com-
mittee this year was assumed by Charles 
L. McEvoy, '38, elected to the position 
from the personnel of the Student Council, 
by the four class presidents who form the 
social board—Paul Kelly, senior; Ralph 
Kohlhoff, ;unior; Paul Beckman, sopho-
more; and John Toomey, freshman. The 
faculty was represented on the committee 
by Rev. James F. Butler, S.J., and by 
Mr. Charles Wheeler, lay professor who 
served as treasurer and whose four years 
of experience m supervising such matters 
have been an invaluable aid to the Com-
mittee. 
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The Student Council 
The spirit of democracy that prevails 
among the Xavier students is evidenced 
by the work of the Student Council is 
furthering a program of activity that is 
of, by, and for the student-body and for 
Xavier University itself. Its chief work 
has been of an advisory character wherein 
the will of the student body on school 
issues has been made known to the 
proper faculty authority. Its meetings 
which are held in the Council Chamber 
of the Biology Building are opened at all 
times to non-member students. 
Co-ordinating the numerous and at 
times conflicting organizations that grace 
Xavier's extra-class program has pro-
vided ample agenda for the fortnightly 
meetings of the Council. An intra-mural 
program open to all students, resident 
and otherwise, was supervised by repre-
sentatives of the Council and made one 
of the most successful achievements of 
this year's body of members. 
As officers of the organization this year 
were President, Albert A. Stephan; vice-
president, Paul M. Kelly; secretary, H. 
Frederic Nebel; treasurer, John E. 
Fogarty. Rev. James F. Butler, S.J., 
served as moderator. 
ALBERT A. j 
STEPHAN, I 
President 
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The aims of the staff of this year 's 
M U S K E T E E R were not directed to supreme 
artistic achievements but to the por-
trayal in print and in picture of the many-
sided history that is written each day and 
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The Musketeer 
VINCENT E . 
SMITH, 
Editor 
hour into the traditions of Xavier Uni-
versity. While handicapped financially by 
existing conditions in the economic order, 
the staff sought to make the 1938 M U S K E -
TEER a truly representative publication 
in which the vitalizing spirit of Xavier 
can be seen as the back-stage motivating 
force for academic, social and athletic 
deeds of high renown. 
To Vincent E. Smith, a senior in the 
college of liberal arts, fell the lot of 
editing the publication and keeping it 
abreast of the distinctive yearbooks that 
preceded the unheralded publication of 
this. Vincent H. Beckman, also an arts 
senior, shouldered the burdens of busi-
ness manager, and it was his tireless 
energy and his tact in stimulating the 
salesmanship of a small group of efficient 
students that made possible the advertis-
ing fund to finance this book. The staff 
has sincerely striven to include within 
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The Musketeer 
these pages as much of the undergrad-
uate life at Xavier as a limited budget 
warranted. 
Members of the staff were: Vincent E. 
Smith, Editor in Chief; Vincent H. Beck-
man, Business Manager; James J. Patton, 
Assistant Editor; Charles L. McEvoy, 
Associate Editor; John F. O'Connor, 
Associate Editor; John A, Jones, Copy 
Editor; Raymond J. Wilson, Copy Editor; 
George D. Bruch, Editorial Assistant; 
Albert A. Stephans, Sports Editor; Robert 
E . Cummins, Sports Editor; John E. 
Fogarty, Class Editor; John T. Schuh, 
Class Editor; John J. Bruder, Class 
Editor; WiUiam J. F. Roll, Class Editor; 
Donald M. Middendorf, Activity Editor. 
Advertising Assistants: Roger C, Mc-
Dermott , C. F. Holley, Vincent Bunke, 
Paul Selzer, Paul Trame, Paul Kelly. 
The editors hope to have translated 
into the pages of this book something of 
the fire that burns within the heart of 
Xavier and explains her majestic hold 
upon those formed in loyalty and friend-
ship during a scholastic year. 
VINCENT H . 
BECKMAN, 
Business Manager 
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The Xavier University News 
The change of the name of the Xavier 
student publication from the Xai^erlan 
News to the Xai^ler Unli^erslty News is an 
index of the pohcy of the editors to make 
the weekly newspaper a publication for 
all the students of the University 
Chronicling the activities, and giving the 




University and all groups interested in 
the institution, the News this year pre-
sented a true cross-section of the Uni-
versity. 
Editorials by Raymond J. Wilson and 
Edward J. Kennedy and those syndicated 
by the Jesuit College Newspaper Associa-
hon, as well as the outspoken column 
str ict ly Speaking" by Vincent E, Smith 
mihtantly advocated action on curreni 
social problems and were exemplifica-
tions of practical Catholic Action. 
Features on campus life and world 
conditions, columns with student appeal 
and accurate coverage of all activities made 
the student newspaper a truly readable 
organ. 
Through the industry of Roger J. Mc-
Dermott , the business manager, subscrip-
tions were doubled and advertising both 
local and national was increased. The 
editorial staff consisting of Jack A. Jones, 
John J. Bruder, Elmer J. Gruber, Frank 
L. Luken, and Jack Mackey, consistently 
maintained the high standards set by 
previous staffs. 
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The Xavier University News 
While operated by student editors, the 
columns of The Nailer University News 
reflected a profound interest in the 
modern problems affecting religion and 
morality. Foreign, national, and local 
items of interest came under the editorial 
microscope and were analytically dis-
cussed in the light of scholastic philosophy 
and the Catholic Church. 
Popular with the readers were the two 
personal columns conducted by seniors 
John E. Fogarty and James J. Haus-
mann. Both Fogarty and Hausmann 
were veteran members of the staff. 
In line with the all-departmental cover-
age that considerably widened the interest 
in The News, members of the Evening 
Division who shared with the Avondale 
campus the ma; or share of the columns 
were added to the staff. The events that 
highlighted the scholastic year at the 
night school took their place in the 
columns of the paper for the first time 
and furnished interesting copy for both 
divisions of the University. 
Commemorating the silver jubilee of 
publications at the University, a special 
anniversary edition of the News was 
devoted exclusively to re-prints from 
issues of the past. The anniversary edi-
tion at tracted widespread interest and 
served to link the past with the briUiant 
religious, cultural, and intellectual tradi-
tions of the publications at Xavier which 
began as a magazine combining both 
journalistic and literary talents of the 
students. 
ROGER J. 
M C D E R M O T T , 
Business Manager 
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Students and Alumni Swinging to Homecoming Airs at Sinton 
The Homecoming Dance 
Graduates and underclassmen convened 
in wholesome enjoyment to celebrate the 
annual Homecoming Day on November 
6. Alumni renewed acquaintances with 
their unforgotten campus colleagues, and 
Xavier associates of former years met 
with joyous reflections of memorable oc-
currences of their college days. 
The Xavier-Creighton football game 
was the nucleus of the gala Homecoming 
Festivities. After Xavier 's victory on the 
gridiron, alumni and students continued 
the celebration with a banquet and dance 
a t the Sinton Hotel, where the ballroom 
swayed with the tantalizing rhythms of 
•-'it'i--*'- '•' FRANK S . 
**V-.'';.\ KUCIA, 
Escort oj Queen 
Cliff Burns and his Consolideers pre-
sented in the style of a musical rainbow 
of tonal color and melodic charm, replete 
with the clear-toned singing of the golden-
voiced tenor, Joe Binder. 
Frank Kucia, president of the X-Club, 
escorted Miss Eileen Kispert, comely 
freshman at Mount St. Joseph-On-The-
Ohio College, who was proclaimed Oueen 
of the Homecoming dance. 
Successful indeed was the entire day; 
and this success was, for the most part , 
due to the careful preparations of a 
capable committee which was headed for 
the second successive year by James 
Farasey. Other committeemen were Paul 
Kelly, Edward Geers, Thomas Schmidt, 
Donald Carroll, and Frank Kucia. 
For a general get-together of both 
students and alumni, the Homecoming 
Celebration was one of the highlights of 
the year 's activity schedule at the Uni-
versity. The banquet-feature was an in-
novation this year and the response of 
both students and alumni indicate that 
it may be adopted as a permanent 
Homecoming festivity. 
The Undergraduate ' 'X ' ' Club was in 
charge only of the dance. The other 
events of the day were under the super-
vision of alumni organizations. 
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The Military Ball 
Combining the social and military 
worlds into a replendent unit, the second 
annual Military Ball provided a fitting 
sequel to the precedent set last year by 
the Military Department. A gay, martial 
atmosphere characterized this event which 
made social history on December 10, in 
the colorful Hall of Mirrors of Hotel 
Netherland Plaza. 
The rhythmic cadances of Johnny Lewis' 
orchestra set the dancing pace for two 
hundred couples. Cadets and their guests 
from the Reserve Officers Association and 
the University of Cincinnati recognized 
the melodic strains of the maestro, known 
to the dance-minded through engage-
ments at the Restaurant Continentale 
and other Cincinnati supper clubs. 
Following the bright spectacle of the 
Grand March in which all participated, 
forty-six cadets were nominated by Major 
A. M. Harper, professor of military 
science and tactics at Xavier, for dis-
tinguished work m the Corps. The 
Xavier Military Medal was awarded to 
Cadet Captains Vincent H. Beckman, 
Robert J. Hart laub, Edward J. Kennedy, 
Jr., George A. Mart in ; Second Lieutenants 
Robert W. Blum, William J. Rielly; First 
Sergeants Albert W. Efkeman, Richard 
T. Schmidt, Robert L. Saxton; Cadets 
Herman F. Elsaesser, William J. F. Roll, 
Jr., Donald C. Faith, Robert G. Kissel, 
and Robert M. Weigand. Twenty-eight 
cadets received citation bars. 
This was but one of the features of the 
gala evening which climaxed months of 
preparation by a committee headed by 
Cadet Major Robert F . Meyer. Other 
cadets forming the committee were: 
Edward J. Kennedy, Jr., Richard J. 
Dooley, William T. Rielly, Robert Z. 
Farley, Robert L. Weigand, Frank X. 
Dalton, Richard T. Schmidt, Joseph P. 
Glandorf, John G. Nolan, and William 
J. F. Roll, Jr. 
M A J . ROBERT F . 
M E Y E R , 
Chairman 
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Camera Catches Spirit of Spring 
The Spring Hop 
I ts name changed and its date shifted 
from mid-winter to the week after Easter, 
the annual dance sponsored by the fresh-
man and sophomore classes—now called 
the Spring Hop—was held to the lilting 
tunes of Herman Kirschner and his 
orchestra on April 22 in the exquisite 
Marie Antoinette ballroom of the Kemper 
Lane Hotel. The change in date proved 
unusually popular in filling up the void 
tha t had existed on the Xavier social 
schedule during the several weeks follow-
ing Easter. Both the upper and the lower 
classes at tended in the latest Spring 
fashions to enjoy an evening of unusual 
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P A U L C . 
BECKMAN, 
Chairman 
Heading the committee in charge of 
the dance was Paul C. Beckman, presi-
dent of the Xavier University sophomore 
class. Mr. Beckman invited as his guest 
Miss Mary Joan Stiene, a freshman at 
the College of Mount St. Joseph-On-The-
Ohio and a resident of Covington, Ken-
tucky. Assisting Mr. Beckman on the 
committee was John D. Toomey, presi-
dent of the freshman class, and Richard 
T. Schmidt and Robert G. Kissel who 
represented the sophomore and freshman 
classes respectively. 
The music provided by Herman Kirsch-
ner's orchestra included many novelty 
numbers by the ' 'Triple-Tonguing Trum-
pet Trio." Xavier school songs also were 
supplied to the delighted crowd which 
was one of the largest in several seasons 
to at tend a Xavier spring function. 
The committee in charge added much 
to the spirit of the occasion by providing 
confetti, noise-makers, serpentines, and 
novel souvenirs. I t was a fitting event to 
begin the season's crowded schedule of 
Xavier social functions. Among those 
present at the dance were, in addition to 
the freshmen and sophomores, many 
upper classmen, alumni, and friends of 
the University. 
Mr. Beckman and Miss Stiene were the 
center of much interest during the even-
ing as a royal couple. The dancing was 
held from nine o'clock to one o'clock. 
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Beautiful Coconut Grove, Scene of the Senior Celebration 
The Senior Ball 
Second in importance only to the Junior 
Promenade, the Senior Ball is held an-
nually as the farewell dance of the senior 
class. Formal, held at one of Cincinnati's 
popular dancing resorts, appealing to all 
students and the young alumni of Xavier 
University, the ball terminates the Xavier 
social calendar and forms the highlight 
of the spring social season. 
This year a capable committee headed 
by Mr. John J. Stermer, Jr., selected 
May 20 as the date for the dance. The 
colorful Cocoanut Grove of Castle Farm 
attracted an unusually large crowd, and 
soft, melodious tempos of Buster Locke 
and his orchestra added to the thrills of 
the gala occasion. 
Mr. Stermer was assisted on the com-
mittee by Messrs. George Overbeck, 
Robert Lampe, Clifford Strohofer, and 
Paul M. Kelly. The young ladies escorted 
to the dance by the five committeemen 
were made guests of honor for the even-
ing. A huge turnout from the senior class 
marked the occasion as a successful vale-
dictory of graduating Xaverians and en-
abled the class to realize enough financial 
stability for its graduation festivities. 
An innovation this season was the dis-
tribution of "Senior Slants," a novel 
souvenir containing personal items about 
the seniors. This innovation proved to 
be one of the dance's most popular fea-
tures. 
Attired in summer formal dress, the 
young dancing couples provided a gay 
melange of color throughout the evening. 
Supported by an active senior class, the 
ball measured up to the successful stan-
dards established and maintained for 
many years by the senior ball committees 
of Xavier University. 
Overbeck Lampe Ste Strohofer Kelh 
f 
Top Row: 
Pat ton, Schmitt, Kohlhoff. 
Bottom Row: 
Middendorf, Blum, Groneman. 
The Junior Prom 
The Junior Promenade, in which the 
junior class annually pays social tribute 
to the departing seniors, was an impres-
sive event of February 4, in the dazzling 
Hall of Mirrors of Cincinnati 's Hotel 
Netherland Plaza. Spell-bound by the 
rippling music of Lou Breeze and his 
Orchestra, recipient of unusual plaudits 
after a long runj a t New York's French 
Casino and Kentucky's sumptuous Bever-
ly Hills, the dancers who represented all 
classes at the University were kept busily 
occupied throughout the entire evening 
.with the multi-featured program arranged 
by the juniors. , 
Queen of the 1938 Promenade was Miss 
Ruth Kiefler, charming student in the 
Xavier evening division. Clad in lily 
white, she was escorted by Mr. Paul M. 
Kelly, popular president of the senior 
class. Promptly at the stroke of mid-
night, the royal couple proceeded to the 
roal dais where Miss Kiefler was crowned 
queen of the Prom by Mr. James J. 
Pat ton, chairman of the committee. Fol-
lowing the coronation, the grand march 
was held to the music of ' 'Xavier for 
Aye." All seniors participated in the 
grand march. 
The committee for the Prom in addi-
tion to Mr. Pat ton, included Thomas J. 
Schmitt, Robert F. Groneman, Donald 
M. Middendorf, Robert W. Blum, and 
Ralph Kohlhoff, president of the Junior 
Class. 
Evening Division Holds 
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The Alumni Association 
Steadily growing and spreading its in-
fluence, the Alumni Association sustained 
a program during the past year tha t was 
unique in its long and brilliant history. 
Headed by Mr. Arthur J. Conway who 
ably continued the precedents set by his 
predecessor Mr. Anthony C. Elsaesser, 
the Alumni were able to present a widely 
varied program of activity that covered 
all fields from the intellectual to the 
athletic. 
A new activity this year was the pro-
duction of "The First Legion" by an afl 
Xavier cast under the direction of James 
P . Glenn, '26, and the business manager-
ship of E. Leo Koester, '34. The play was 
unusually well-cast, and neatly staged at 
the Odeon Auditorium. 
One of the highspots of the alumni 
program annually is the Homecoming 
Celebration which this year included 
the football game between Xavier and 
Creighton University, a reception follow-
ing the game, a dinner at the Hotel 
Sinton, and a dance sponsored jointly by 
alumni organizations and the undergrad-
uate " X " Club. 
Also new to the alumni program this 
year was the inauguration of a Pistol Club 
under the presidency of Edward Brink. 
The Club met weekly at the pistol range 
in the Xavier fieldhouse and engaged in 
matches with other local organizations. 
The alumni luncheon club, the place-
ment bureau, and the June reception for 
graduates were maintained along with the 
annual spring dinner at which the prin-
cipal speaker was Dr. Goetz Briefs, a 
former adviser extra-ordinary to the 
German Reich and professor of labor 
economics at Georgetown University. 
Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, '12, served his 
first year as moderator of the Association. 
Edward P.Vonder Haar, '31,was secretary. 
From "The First Legion ' Toastmaster Elsaesser at Homecoming Homecomers and Their Friends 
The Dads Club 
The Dads Club, organized last year, 
is a growing, vigorous organization com-
prising dads of present and former Xavier 
students. Completing its second success-
ful year, the group was headed by Mr. 
Nicholas J. Janson who succeeded Mr. 
J. B. Moorman, the first president of the 
Club. Mr. Janson was chosen by the 
board of governors who were elected by the 
membership of the entire Club to expedite 
the administration of executive affairs. 
Periodic general meetings bring the 
entire membership together. Chief of 
these is the meeting which annually takes 
place on Dads Day on the campus. This 
year the celebration was held in connec-
tion with the Xavier-West Virginia foot-
ball game. Prior to the contest, the Dads 
held a reception in the lobby of the 
Biology Building and proceeded en masse 
to the Stadium where they occupied a 
special section. Following the game a 
banquet was held at the Hotel Alms. 
Another new activity of the group was 
a drive to increase the enrollment of the 
University. This was carried on under 
the direction of J. J. Schmidt, one of the 
leaders of the group since its inception. 
After a house to house canvass of local high 
school graduates, the Dads held a recep-
tion on the Xavier campus for all fathers 
of high school seniors at which time an 
inspection of the campus was conducted. 
M R S . 
LOUIS J. 






One of the chief means of keeping the 
Xavier library abreast of the best is the 
Booklovers Association which, after seven 
years of informal existence, was organized 
on a permanent basis in 1932 and then 
became an active group, electing officers, 
guided by a constitution, and conducting 
regular monthly meetings. 
Despite the depressions and recessions 
which have confronted it throughout its 
existence, the Association has been able 
to make generous contributions to the 
library fund both by soliciting donations 
and conducting card parties at intervals 
throughout the year. While the Associa-
tion includes within its membership all 
who are interested in the Xavier library, 
the active group consists of several hun-
dred ladies who meet monthly in the 
Biology reception hall. These members in-
clude mothers of Xavier students, mothers 
of alumni, and all friends of Xavier. By 
virtue of the monthly meetings, the 
Ladies Group is able to promote friend-
ship among these interested in the uni-
versity, and through a speakers' program 
to offer cultural advantages to its mem-
bers. 
President during the past year was Mrs. 
Louis J. Tuke. Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, 
S.J., is moderator. 
1;"™ F R A N K X . 
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The Order of Sword and Plume is an 
exclusive graduate fraternity, founded in 
1933 to provide a reward to those students 
who have distinguished themselves by 
prominence in extra-curricular activities. 
Members are selected on the basis of their 
extra-class work, and because the require-
ments are so stringent the membership 
in the fraternity despite its five years of 
life has been held below fifty. Candidates 
are selected by their own records, ap-
proved by the Student Council and the 
Sword and Plume, and are inducted into 
the organization at a spring banquet. Keys, 
emblematic of membership, are presented 
to all the initiates. 
Because the fraternity is composed of 
men who have proved their industry and 
ability by their success in undergraduate 
activities, the Sword and Plume's mem-
bership has been active in promotional 
work for the University. Among its 
annual functions is sponsorship of the 
Pow-Wow Dance on Thanksgiving even-
ing, a mammoth pep rally preceding one 
of the classic football games, and a cur-
rent events test in memory of Father 
Claude J. Pernin, S.J., open to all high 
school seniors in the Greater Cincinnati 
area. The fraternity has cooperated with 
the Alumni Association and other groups 
affiliated with the University in the pro-
motion of their major activities. 
One of the chief aims of the Order of 
Sword and Plume is to foster freindship 
and fellowship among those who worked 
together for Xavier during their under-
graduate years. For this purpose periodic 
meetings are held at which a guest speaker 
conducts a discussion of an intellectual 
nature, and the social aspect of the 
fraternity is emphasized by a gaudeamus. 
The meetings are held at various club-
rooms throughout the city. Membership 
IS not yet large enough to warrant the 
creation of out-of-town chapters. 
In the beginning, the organization was 
purely honorary, but three years ago 
when it was found that the membership 
could undertake activity of its own, the 
fraternity became active. Since that time, 
it has been one of the most able of 
Xavier alumni groups. All of its efforts 
have met with unusual success, and the 
receipts at the Pow-Wow enable it to 
carry on its work without charging dues. 
President of the group during the past 
year was Frank X. Brearton. Other 
officers were John P. Brockman, vice-
president; Frank Mezur, secretary; and 
Howard Phillips, treasurer. 
Thirteen seniors were inducted into the 
group during the past spring. 




P R O 
ALMA 
M A T R E 
K E Y 
One of the highest awards that can 
be merited by Xavier students is mem-
bership in this honorary fraternity which 
is bestowed d u r i n g C o m m e n c e m e n t 
Week. 
The Pro Alma Matre Key, since its 
establishment in 1926, has served as the 
mark of highest recognition for scholastic 
endeavor and is one of the most coveted 
academic honors that an Xavier student 
can receive. To become eligible for this 
distinction a student must have main-
tained a ^'B" average during his four 
years without a single failure or condition 
in any subject. Recommendations for 
character and personality are also con-
sidered in the selection of candidates. 
All members of the Pro Alma Matre 
fraternity must have attained to special 
distinction in one of the major academic 
organizations. This may include journal-
istic or literary work; winning one of the 
two ma;or forensic contests; winning in 
either the Latin or English collegiate con-
tests in which Xavier competes with ten 
other colleges and universities of the 
middlewest; and leaders in such organiza-
tions as dramatics and forensics. 
To at tain to a high scholastic average 
and at the same time to become a leader 
of one of Xavier 's academic organizations 
is a mark of unusual talent and applica-
tion and manifests the balance of cap-
abilities tha t Xavier seeks to develop m 
its educational program. Students who 
meet the stringent requirements of the 
Pro Alma Matre have shown definite 
qualities of Catholic leadership which en-
titles them to a leading recognition at the 
Commencement Exercises when the names 
of the honored students are announced. 
Present members of the organization are 
many Xavier graduates who have at-
tained to unusual prominence in posi-
tions of public life. 
Evidence of the exclusive character of 
the organization can be found in the fact 
that seldom since its foundation have 
more than six students been admitted. 
The group is purely honorary in char-
acter. The fraternity of recognition is 
promoted by the distinctive key which is 
beautifully embossed with the students ' 
names and the emblem of the organiza-
tion. The candidates for the honor must 
apply to the trustees of Xavier and 
certify their at tainments. They are then 
approved by the authorities of the Uni-
versity and recommended for the honor 
at graduation. 
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VINCENT E . 
SxMITH, 
First Place Intercollegiate 
English Contest 
Among the leading activities that grace 
the program of a college of liberal arts 
like Xavier 's is the type of thinking and 
the type of writing demanded by the 
Intercollegiate English Contest. Held 
annually among the ten Jesuit colleges 
and universities of the Chicago and Mis-
souri provinces, the 48-year old literary 
classic lists the names of many Xavier 
students in its hall of honor. 
Contestants are required to prepare an 
original 3000-word essay on a selected 
topic that impinges upon the Catholic 
world of thought. From each of the ten 
competing schools, the best three papers 
are chosen and forwarded to be j udged by 
provincial authorities. The judges name 
the ten best papers in their order of rank. 
This year in a contest on ' 'The Catholic 
Theatre Movement ," the essay of Vincent 
E. Smith, arts senior, was awarded the 
prized first place in the contest. I t was 
the third time in which Smith won a 
place among the first ten contestants and 
the fourth time in the history of the 
contest that an Xavier student won first 
place. By order of President Burns, stu-
dents celebrated Smith's victory with a 
holiday. 
Edward J. Kennedy, Jr., also an arts 
senior, won seventh place in the contest. 
The combined total of points won by 
Smith and Kennedy gave Xavier second 
place in the bi-province rating. Regis 
College, winner of second and third 
places, at tained the highest number of 
points in the general ranking of the 
schools. 
Taking part in the contest in addition 
to Xavier were the University of Detroit , 
John Carroll University, Loyola of Chi-
cago, Creighton University, Marquet te 
University, St. Louis University, Regis 
College, Rockhurst Coflege, and St. John's 
College, Belize, British Honduras. 
Smith will be awarded the Alumnae 
English Medal at graduation in addition 
to a cash remuneration. 
EDWARD J. 
K E N N E D Y , 
Seventh Place 




G E O R G E D . 
BRUCH 
Winner 
Before a crowd that packed the Mary 
G. Lodge Reading Room on February 18, 
1938, George Daniel Bruch, arts senior 
from Roanoke, Virginia, captured the 
coveted first place in the Washington 
Oratorical Contest, sponsored annually 
at Xavier since 1893. 
Speaking on the topic, ' 'Peace: A 
Problem," Bruch assailed the war be-
tween labor factions in America and 
scored current tendencies toward world 
conflict in which, he asserted, other 
major powers would witness the tragedy 
of the Sino-Japanese struggle and the 
fratricidal war taking place in Spain. 
Bruch proposed Christianity as the only 
WASHINGTON 
ORATORICAL 
M E D A L 
practical and permanent solution to the 
problem of peace. He was declared the 
winner of the contest by a jury of alumni 
judges consisting of Rev. Joseph A. 
Walsh, S.J., and Attorneys Frank X. 
Brearton and Robert A. Ryan. Brearton 
announced the decision. 
As a result of Bruch's victory, he will 
receive the Washington Gold Medal for 
oratory, the gift of the Xavier Alumni 
Association and one of the two most 
sought-after awards in the LTniversity's 
forensic program. The award is to be 
made at graduation. 
Other students taking part in the con-
test were Robert F. Langenbrunner, 
Albert A. Stephan, William K. Clark, 
Raymond J. Wilson, Edward J. Kennedy, 
William J. Rielly, and Jack A. Jones. 
Their topics covered almost every phase 
of the social order from communism to 
the taxation problem in the United States 
and the philosophy of the nation's press 
in dealing with modern affairs. 
Bruch has been active in forensics at 
Xavier. I t was the second successive year 
in which he took part in the contest and 
the first time in recent years that a 
resident student carried off top honors. 
This way m which the unusually large 
crowd reacted to the orations is sufficient 
evidence of the high-cahbred program 
that was offered. 







Finis was written to a highly successful 
debating season a t Xavier University with 
the annual Verkamp Debate held this 
year on May 13, in the Mary G. Lodge 
Reading Room of the Library. Six men 
selected from the membership of the 
Poland Philopedian Society by competi-
tive tryouts vied for the coveted Joseph 
B. Verkamp Medal, presented to the 
winner at the graduation exercises. 
Mr . WiUiam J. Rielly, Jr., Mr. Daniel 
Bruch, and Mr. Albert A. Stephan de-
fended the affirmative side of the ques-
tion: "Resolved, tha t the National Labor 
Relations Board should be empowered to 
enforce compulsory arbitration of all in-
dustrial labor disputes". On the negative 
team were Mr. Vincent H. Beckman, Jr., 
Mr. Edward J. Kennedy, Jr., and Mr. 
Vincent E. Smith. Mr. Jack A. Jones 
and Mr. Raymond J. Wilson, Jr., were 
alternates. 
The debate proved to be the tradi-
tional classic that it has been at the 
University since its inauguration thirty-
five years ago. All contestants were mem-
bers of the varsity debate team and excep-
tionally prepared after the rigorous inter-
collegiate season. 
Constructive speeches were of ten-
minute duration, and rebuttal speeches 
lasted five minutes. Mr Charles L. 
McEvoy was chairman. The affirmative 
team based its case on the need to relieve 
the nation of the evil of industrial unrest 
and presented a plan of compulsory 
arbitration to correct the abuse. The 
negative team denied the need for drastic 
action, cited the failure of compulsory 
arbitration when put into practice, and 
maintained tha t the impracticability of 
the affirmative proposal would more than 
overcome any benefits conferred. 
Mr. John A. Brink, a Cincinnati at-
torney and a graduate of Xavier, awarded 
the decision to the affirmative team. He 
awarded the Verkamp medal for the best 
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VINCENT E . 
SMITH, 
Second Place 
Each year an Intercollegiate Latin 
Contest IS held among all Jesuit colleges 
and universities of the Chicago and 
Missouri Provinces which is one of the 
highlights of their academic programs. 
Open to all undergraduate students at 
the respective colleges, the contest is 
divided into two parts and is designed to 
test the knowledge of the participants on 
idiomatic Ciceronian Latin. In the morn-
ing, contestants are required to render an 
excerpt from English literature into ido-
matic Latin. The afternoon session is 
devoted to a translation from one of the 
ancient classics into present-day English. 
Famed for her classic tradition, Xavier 
ROBERT H . 
FOX, 
Seventh Place 
has captured a high place among the 
contesting schools for many years. This 
year, Vincent E. Smith, a senior in the 
college of liberal arts, was awarded second 
place, and Robert H. Fox, an arts junior, 
gained seventh place. The best three 
papers from each participating school are 
selected and the ten highest places are 
named by judges appointed by provincial 
authorities. 
The contesting schools are: Xavier, 
The University of Detroit, John Carroll 
University, Loyola University, Regis Col-
lege, Rockhurst College, Creighton Uni-
versity, St. Louis University, Marquet te 
University, and St. John's College, Belize, 
British Honduras. As a result of Xavier 's 
two places this year, the final rating of 
the schools ended in a three-way tie 
between Rockhurst, St. Louis, and Xavier. 
However, the 13 points earned by Smith 
and Fox coupled with 14 points earned 
as a result of the Intercollegiate English 
Contest gave Xavier first place in the 
combined rating for the year 's two major 
academic contests. 
Father Albert J. Camenzind, S.J., pro-
fessor of Latin, was in charge of the 
contest locally. Representatives from 
the freshman, sophomore, junior, and 
senior classes took part . Smith's award 
entitles him to the Howard N . Ragland 
Latin Medal. 
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Tjt THLETICS . . . builder of spirit . . . and of men . . . 
Xavier for Aye . . . for victory . . . the Muskie 
touchdown parades . . . bucket brigades . . . "Beat 
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dash down the fairway . . . . thrills and more . . . victory 
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Athletic Board o£ Control 
One of the most important groups 
affiliated with Xavier is the Board of 
Athletic Control which forms the bridge 
between the academic and athletic organ-
izations of the University. I t is this body, 
comprised of both lay and clerical mem-
bers of the faculty which determines all 
problems pertaining to the athletic de-
par tment in both intercollegiate and in-
tramural competition. 
Serving his first year as Chairman of 
the Board of Control was the Rev. James 
F . Butler, S.J., whose tireless energy has 
kept Xavier 's athletic destinies moving 
steadily upward. The duties of Father 
Butler's office include almost every aspect 
of Xavier athletics except the actual 
direction of the team. Supervising the 
sale of tickets, determining policy, ad-
vising in matters of scheduling and pre-
arranging all intercollegiate competition 
are only the major functions which come 
within the purview of Father Butler's 
office. 
For several years, Xavier 's athletic 
star has been rising, and this is due in no 
small way to the wisdom of those who 
have held the important post as faculty 
moderator of athletics. Father Butler has 
furthered the high progressive aims of his 
predecessors, and in addition has given 
much to the athletic department in his 
own right. I t is interesting to note tha t 
during his first year of office, baseball 
was revived as an intercollegiate sport; 
an intramural director was hired to 
supervise student athletic recreation; golf 
was introduced; and for the first time m 
several years, Xavier basketball players 
were toasted at a post-season banquet. 
The efficient administration of Xavier 
athletics during the past year is a tribute 
to Father Butler's executive ability. The 
upsurgence of Xavier teams to a point 
of high renown has been paralleled by a 
sounder organization of all factors per-
taining to the University's athletic weal 
and the coordination of all graduate 
groups in a united campaign to give 
Xavier an athletic program commensurate 
with its academic prowess. 
This spring a further innovation was 
made when Xavier entered the Buckeye 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. While 
former Xavier athletic teams have con-
sistently met and defeated teams of a 
higher rank than those in the Buckeye, 
it is expected that competition for cham-
pionships will instill a new interest in 
Musketeer teams and that the natural 
rivalry between Xavier and many of the 
other Buckeye teams will greatly help the 
athletic department in its expansion pro-
gram under Coach Clem Crowe. 
The Athletic Board of Control has 
been attempting to provide opportunities 
for all students of the University to 
engage in some form of physical exercise. 
The signing of Tony Comello as intra-
mural director and baseball coach has 
insured the competent services of a full-
time experienced supervisor of a minor 
and intramural sports program available 
to all students. Comello has planned a 
year-round program for next year, and 
with the completion of this, much of the 
Board's efforts will have born fruit. 
A new schedule-forming policy in-
augurated by the Board will bring Xavier 
teams into competition with outstanding 
midwestern opponents as well as the 
nationally famous opposition which has 
come to the Stadium and the fieldhouse 
in recent years. The Musketeer teams, 
especially in basketball, will also continue 
to play numerous out-of-town engage-
ments each season in line with the policy 
inaugurated by the present personnel of 
the Board of Athletic Control. 
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To sketch the work of Clem F. Crowe 
as athletic director and head coach of 
football and basketball is to recapitulate 
a story known to all who are conversant 
with college athletics. 
A three-year letterman m football and 
basketball while at Notre Dame where 
he graduated in 1926, captain of the Irish 
gridsters in '25, all-American selection 
in both football and basketball, iron line-
builder of the first rank,—these are some 
of the achievements of the man who 
guides the Musketeers. 
In his three-year regime at Xavier, 
Clem Crowe has piloted the Musketeers 
to a high rank among the midwest's grid 
and hardwood representatives. Known 
for his genial personality and resultant 
popularity with all sports writers and 
grand stand critics of college sports, 
Crowe has carved a name for himself in 
the world of athletics. 
In the days when Clem was an assistant 
coach at Xavier, Musketeer teams were 
famous for their strong lines. Since his 
accession to the head coaching duties. 
Crowe has built exceptionally good teams 
from mediocre material, teams that are 
noted for their clean hard-tackling and 
blocking, their knowledge of the funda-
mentals, and an indominitable fighting 
spirit against the best kind of opposition. 
Crowe's basketball teams have also 
been remarkable for their spirited play 
and their impressive wins over strong 
big-time opponents. 
Since Crowe has taken charge of the 
athletic department, not only have 
schedules steadily improved, but an en-
larged sports program and attractive 
intramural opportunities for Xavier stu-
dents have been introduced. Baseball 
and golf were revived this spring as inter-
collegiate sports. 
Clem Crowe's personality has left its 
mark upon all those with whom he 
works. His efforts to build from the 
bottom in the athletic department has 
created a bright future for Xavier athletics 
and has aroused a new interest in Muske-
teer fortunes among the middlewestern 
fans of college sports. 
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A football team, like a dynamo, isn't 
a very delicate machine to view in opera-
tion, bu t despite its rough exterior, is a 
finely balanced unit—one which demands 
a great deal of attention to detail. To 
mold such a unit is obviously more than 
a one-man task, and to assist him, a foot-
ball coach looks to his staff-men who are 
specialists in their particular positions. 
In 1938, Clem Crowe was assisted by Bob 
Wilke and John Koprowski. 
From the erstwhile cradle of American 
football, Notre Dame, Xavier procured 
the services of Bob Wilke, veteran half-
back of the Irish eleven, to assume the 
duties of assistant coach. Taking over 
the backfield, Wilke soon developed a 
hard driving, elusive quartet of backs 
who, as history records, furrowed the 
brows of opposing coaches. 
As freshman coach, Johnny Koprowski, 
a former Xavier athlete, did a com-
mendable job. One of the state's leading 
scorers in '36 and '37, Koprowski drilled 
the yearlings regularly to provide scrim-
mage opposition for the varsity. The 
quality of the yearling material coming 
up to fill the gaps in the Musketeer 
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D R . W E S L E Y L . 
FURSTE, 
Team Physician 
The Medical Staff 
Traditions in the athletic orbit of 
Xavier University are Dr. Wesley L. 
Furste, team physician, and Trainer Tony 
Comello. Not only has their physical 
effort been responsible for a large measure 
of Musketeer sports success, but their 
presence as inspiring adjuncts to the 
coaching staff has been a distinct psycho-
logical asset to Xavier teams. 
Doc Furste's thirteenth year on the 
staff at Xavier was, despite the popular 
superstitition, as much of a boon to 
Musketeer sports as the preceding twelve. 
Tony Comello, trainer of the Muske-
teers, head baseball coach, and director 
of intramurals, has long been one of the 
most popular figures in local sports 
circles. Like Doc Furste, Tony is a tradi-
tion at Xavier and has proved himself to 
be a paternally gifted psychologist. 
Both Dr. Furste and Tony have been 
trusted friends to Xavier athletes. They 
will be remembered for their unselfish 
service, their cheerful personalities and 
their ability to understand the problems 
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Boehm Nailed bv Centre End Cadets Drill for Dads Day as " X " Plays West Virginia 
Football 
The 1937 Xavier football machine, 
under the direction of Coaches Clem 
Crowe and Bob Wilke, emerged from a 
ten-game schedule with four victories, a 
tie and five defeats. Though this record 
is not in itself a world beater, close scores 
and formidable opponents bear testimonv 
to the abilitv of the 1937 Musketeers. 
1. SCHUHMANX 
2. K E L L E R 
3. PATTON 
4. COACH CROWE 
Opening against the perennial Transyl-
vania Pioneers, the Crowemen smothered 
the Kentuckians 43-0. Captain Fred 
Nebel won the toss, chose to kick and 
Transy fumbled. Bill Russ, senior tackle, 
recovering. Five plays later the Muske-
teers had scored their initial touchdown 
of the season. Almost every member of 
the squad saw action in this contest as the 
Musketeers had their own way through-
out the entire game. 
On the following Saturday the Ken-
tucky Wildcats registered their third con-
secutive triumph in the Xavier-Kentucky 
series when a thirty-five-yard, fourth-
quarter forward pass spelled a 6-0 defeat. 
Performing under a summer's sun the 
Musketeers completely dominated the 
play in the first half only 
to wilt before the reserve 
strength of the Kentucky 
attack in the final quar-
ter. Early in the first 
period a blocked punt 
gave the Crowemen the 
ball on the Kentucky six-
teen yard line. But Nick 
Weiler's pass to Frank 
Kucia fell dead in the end 
s zone to stifle the best 
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Cummins to Kluska Gains Thirteen Against Centre Farasey Spears One Against West Virginia 
Xavier scoring threat. Bob Davis, mainly 
responsible for the two previous Ken-
tucky victories, flipped the fatal pass late 
in the final quarter. 
Travelling to Rhode Island the next 
Friday, the Musketeers met Providence 
College in the only night game on the 
schedule. The contest turned into a 
nightmare as the final score read: Provi-
dence 7 Xavier 6. Failing in several scor-
ing opportunities, sparked by the triple-
threat performance of Bob Cummins, the 
Crowemen went scoreless the first half. 
Early in the third period, Cummins, 
aided by splendid down field blocking 
swept around his right end for eightv-
three yards and a toucndown. The con-
version by quarter back Roland Berga-
meyer split the uprights but an off-side 
nullified the point and the 
second a t tempt failed. In 
the final quarter Cum-
mins and Val Boehm 
broke away for long gains .,! 
but the scoring punch was 
lacking. Late in the 
g a m e P r o v i d e n c e r e -
covered a fumble and 
marched seventy yards to 
victory, scoring on a 
thirty-yard forward pass 
and converting to nose out the ill-fated 
Musketeers. 
The most heart-breaking defeat of the 
season found the Crowemen bowing to a 
rampaging West Virginia contingent 13-7, 
a week later. For the third straight game 
a fourth-quarter forward pass sent the 
Musketeers to defeat. The Mountaineers, 
later victors in the 1938 New Year's Day 
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"Xavier For Aye' Above: A Trick Play Tricks West Virginia 
Below: Coaches Crowe and Wilke Study 
Sun Bowl classic, scored first on a sixty-
eight-yard thrust off tackle. After fumb-
ling away two previous chances, quick-kick 
strategy gave Clem Crowe's charges the 
ball on West Virginia's forty-three-yard 
line. Five line plays, a pass and a penalty 
put the ball in position for Cummins' 
touchdown and Bergamyer's place kick 





The Crowemen gambled on another score 
by playing wide open football after that 
and succeeded in keeping the Moun-
taineers on the defensive until nine 
minutes remained to play in the contest. 
An intended lateral went awry on the 
Xavier twenty and West Virginia re-
covered. Two plays later the Mountaineers 
sent a forward pass into the end zone 
and the apparent Musketeer victory was 
turned into unexpected defeat. 
The following Sunday the Crowemen 
batt led Canisius in Buffalo to a scoreless 
tie. The game was unique for both teams 
gained more on the defensive than on the 
offensive. Performing in mud up to their 
ankles, both elevens played for a break 
by punting on first down—there were 
fifty-two punts in the game. With snow 
falling one minute, hail 
the next and ram the 
next. Bob Cummins' punt-
ing and Captain Nebel's 
unerring passing at the 
pivot were the outstand-
ing features of the Muske-
teer play. 
R e t u r n i n g home the 
n e x t S a t u r d a y , C o a c h 
Crowe's charges suffered 
their fourth defeat of the 
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Walsh Drives Through Snow and Akron's Line Above: The Three Musketeers Cheer Leaders In An Off Moment 
season at the hands of Centre's Praying 
Colonels who preyed upon the Musketeers 
unmercifully, winning 21-0 after a score-
less first half. 
The victory-starved Crowemen cele-
brated the annual Homecoming festivities 
by decisively defeating a highly favored 
Creighton University eleven 19-0, on the 
succeeding Saturday. Missing a scoring 
opportunity in the closing minutes of a 
scoreless first half, the Musketeers bounced 
back to register their first score after five 
minutes of the third period had elapsed. 
Scythe-like blocking assisted Bob Cum-
mins in a sixty-two-yard touchdown slice 
off his right tackle. Ed Kluska, sopho-
more end, sprinted for a touchdown early 
in the final quarter as he plucked a 
Creighton fumble from the air on the 
B l u e ; a y t w e l v e a n d 
crossed the goal line un-
m o l e s t e d . C r e i g h t o n 
launched a desperate pass 
at tack late in the game 
and Bob Cummins com-
pleted the scoring by in-
tercepting one of these 
passes and dashing thirty-
seven yards down the 
sidelines in a beautiful 
chalk line gallop. 
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The final defeat of the season was ad-
ministered by Baldwin-Wallace at Berea, 
20-13. After marching down to the up-
stater 's goal, following the opening kick-
off, the Crowemen went behind as Bald-
win-Wallace scored on a long run, three 
line plays and five passes. With six 
minutes remaining in the first half, the 
Musketeers took the ball on their own 




Above: I ts Walsh Around Toledo's End 
Below: Hook's, the Xavier Mascot 
A Thrilled Turkey Day Crowd 
forty-two; and eighteen-yard pass Cum-
mins to Kluska set up a forty-yard scoring 
play for Cummins, who sprinted off left 
guard for a touchdown. Baldwin-Wallace 
opened a brilliant passing attack, how-
ever, and went ahead 13-6 at the half. 
Early in the next period Bill Russ broke 
through to block a punt on the Yellow 
Jacket seven, Joe Schuhmann, senior fuU-
1. KUCIA 
2. LAGALY 
3. H O W E 
4. WALSH 
back, recovering. Val Boehm went for 
five yards before Cummins punched 
through for his second score and a tie, 
which was broken by another aerial dis-
play by Baldwin-Wallace. 
On an ice- and snow-covered gridiron 
the Musketeers scored an outstanding 
6-0 upset over Akron the next week. Led 
by the sparkling quarterbacking of Ed 
Geers, the Crowemen drove inside the 
Akron twenty-yard line four times while 
checking the Zipper offense after one 
opening threat. The Musketeers tallied 
when Geers ran back a long Akron punt 
fifteen yards to the Zipper forty-one; 
Cummins lateraled to Schuhmann for 
eleven, Whitey Walsh and Schuhmann 
drove to the seventeen. Walsh went for 
six more and Cummins for five before 
Akron was penalized five 
yards. Cummins scored 
standing up for the third 
Musketeer victory of the 
year. The game dashed 
Zipper claims to the 
mythical state title. 
Thanksgiving found the 
C r o w e m e n w i n n i n g a 
thrilling 8-6 victory from 
T o l e d o . B o t h t e a m s 
fought to a scoreless first 
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Below: President Burns Awaits Goal Line Stand 
Muskies Huddle 
half and both registered in the third 
quarter. The Musketeers starting from 
their own forty-one, scored on a per-
fectly executed pass Cummins to Kucia, 
good for twenty-four yards. Spectacular 
plays provided the ultimate margin of 
victory. Paul Sheetz, diminutive guard, 
downed Cummins' long punt on the 
Toledo one-foot line and Nebel, Russ and 
Howe smothered an at tempted Rocket 
punt in the end zone for a safety. With 
two minutes remaining Toledo advanced 
to the Musketeer three-yard line with 
first and goal to go but a staunch goal 
line stand saved the two point margin 
and victory for Captain Nebel and his 
team mates. 
The list of 1938 graduating players, 
who fought under the Blue and White 
banner for three seasons, 
is headed by Captain 
Fred Nebel, all-Ohio cen-
ter for two seasons and 
unanimous choice in 1937; 
guards, Virg Lagaly and 
Jack McGowan; tackles, 
Bill Russ and Paul Kelly; 
end, Frank Kucia; quar-
terbacks, Ed Geers and 
Jim Mahoney; halfback 
and leading scorer. Bob 
Cummins; fullbacks, Jim Farasey and 
Joe Schuhmann. These men leave enter-
taining high hopes for the success of the 
1938 Musketeer football machine led by 
Co-captains Al Howe and Al Schmerge. 
Coach Crowe has an abundance of poten-
tial stars upon whose development rest 
Xavier 's success against a strong schedule 
of midwestern and intersectional foes. 
1. SCHMERGE 
2. CRAFFEY 
3. G E E R S 
4. ROBERS 







Geselbracht Shoots Don Carroll, Xavier 's High Scorer, in Action 
Basketball 
Startling form reversals, a puzzling de-
fense and spasmodic offensive brilliance 
featured the play of Coach Clem Crowe's 
1937-38 basketball brigade. Led by 
Captain Pa t Donovan, the Musketeer 
cagers ranked among the top-flight teams 
of the state though the season's record 
showed ten victories and nine defeats. 
Pioneering against Transylvania, the 
1. M C E V O Y 
2. N E A R Y 
3. W E I L E R 
4. DONOVAN 
Crowemen opened the season with a 53-39 
triumph. Roy Neary led the scorers with 
fourteen points. Captain Donovan and 
Bill Pu t tman showed the way in the vic-
tory of Kentucky Wesleyan, 29-22. 
Traveling to Lafayette, Indiana, the 
Musketeers met Purdue, later Big Ten 
champions, in the second game in the 
new Boilermaker fieldhouse. Coach Ward 
L. (Piggy) Lambert 's fast-breaking quin-
tet ran down the Crowemen, 56-32. The 
second successive Western Conference 
team to beat the Musketeers was Iowa's 
Hawkeyes. With Donovan and Al Gesel-
bracht scoring ten apiece, the Crowemen 
led until the final minutes when Iowa 
won out, 33-28. Notre Dame's twice ail-
American offensive aces, John Moir and 
Paul Nowak, paced the Fighting Irish in 
a 45-26 victory two nights 
later. Frank Kucia starred 
with nine points for the 
Musketeers as the Irish 
passing at tack bewildered 
the huge crowd as well as 
the Xavier cagers.Creigh-
ton then avenged their 
gridiron defeat by trim-
ming the Xavier quintet, 
36-29. 
Four nights later Cap-
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.selbracht Too Much for Wittenberg Look Out Loyola Captain Pat in Action 
tain Donovan, blazing away for thirteen 
points, led his team mates to a 37-27 
triumph over a favored Wittenberg quin-
tet, later Ohio Conference champions. 
The season's record stood at four all when 
the Musketeers cooled down the torrid 
scoring Toledo Rockets and Chuck Chuck-
ovits, 36-25. Al Howe held Chuckovits, 
who scored well over 370 on the season, 
to nine points, as he scored nine himself 
to share top honors with Neary in one of 
the most satisfying victories of the season. 
Ohio University, the only Ohio quintet 
to defeat the Crowemen, trimmed the 
Musketeers a night later in Athens, 39-33. 
Bradley Tech, ranked as one of the lead-
ing teams in the nation, followed with a 
thrilling one-point, 35-34 victory in Peoria, 
Illinois. Don Carroll registered twelve 
points to lead the Xavier 
scorers. The next night 
found Loyola, with Mike 
Novak — six foot nine 
pivot—downing the Mus-
keteers, 52-38. Novak 
t a l l i ed n ine from t h e 
charity line as twenty 
personals were called on 
Xavier and thirteen on 
Loyola. 
Returning home for one 
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game, the Crowemen scored a 50-35 
triumph over the Hawaiian All-Stars. 
Carroll hit for five field goals and five 
fouls to head all scorers. A favored Akron 
five fell next as Carroll, Gesebracht and 
Neary scored twenty-eight points in the 
39-32 victory over the Zippers in Akron. 
After three futile tries in football and 




Not Enough Push, Al. Toledo's Deadeyes Wait for Rebound wists One In 
over Kentucky's Wildcats was finally 
realized. Carroll, Gesebracht and Dono-
van sent the Musketeers out into a 15-2 
lead over the southern champions with 
eight minutes to play in the first period. 
The Ruppmen then rallied to go ahead by 
one point at the half, 19-18. The Wildcats 
held the lead for a short time before Roy 
Neary went to work at forward. The 
1. H O W E 
2. D O N L I N 
3. KLUSKA 
final score: Xavier 39, Kentucky 32. 
The eighth victory of the year was 
scored over a stubborn Alumni quintet, 
34-30. Bradley Tech became the only 
team on the 1937-38 schedule to beat the 
Musketeers twice when they downed 
Captain Donovan and his team mates, 
36-29. The Crowemen, paced by Carroll, 
led at half-time 17-15, but sensational 
pivot shots in the final minutes gave the 
Tech five their victory. 
The Musketeers suffered their final 
defeat of the season at the hands of the 
Kentucky Wildcats who triumphed in 
Lexington, Kentucky, 45-29. The game 
opened slowly as both teams were well 
off form. The Musketeer's erratic shoot-
ing was matched by wild passing on the 
part of the Ruppmen but led by "Red" 
Hagan, Wildcat offensive 
star, Kentucky went out 
in front 21-7 at half time. 
Gese lb rach t , D o n o v a n 
and Beckman featured 
a X a v i e r rally in an 
evenly matched second 
half but the Wildcat mar-
gin was too wide to over-
come. 
Returning to the field 
house, the charges of 
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Xavier Center Makes A Fancy One Up and In I ts Carroll Again and Two Points 
Coach Crowe put on the two most start-
ling performances of their unpredictable 
season. Lining up against Ohio Uni-
versity, whose Bobcats had copped five 
straight decision in three seasons against 
the Musketeers, the Crowemen were de-
cided under-dogs. As in several other 
contests the upset was merely a question 
of time. After the Bobcats raced out to 
an early lead, Neary, Carroll and Gesel-
bracht settled down for an evening of 
scoring which found Xavier leading at 
the half, 23-16. Donovan joined in the 
scoring spree m the second half while Al 
Howe checked the Bobcat ace and three-
time all-Ohio choice, Nick Lalich, to one 
free throw. Plolding the Grovermen to 
four field goals m the second period, the 
Musketeers won, 47-27. 
The last game showed 
the Crowemen at top form 
as they turned back an-
o t h e r c o n s i s t e n t con-
queror, Loyola of Chi-
cago. Settling on op-
posite sides of the court 
against the Rambler zone 
defense, Roy Neary and 
Al Geselbracht rained 
eight field goals through 
the hoop as the Muske-
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teers led 21-8 at the half. Neary then 
ran his total to seventeen and Carroll 
scored twelve as Captain Donovan and 
Al Howe held Mike Novak and "Wibs" 
Kautz in check. The score stood, 40-27 
as the Crowemen edged their way over 
the .500 mark for the season's standing. 
Only two men will be lost through grad-








Revived as an intercollegiate spo>rt for 
the first time in six years, baseball made 
its advent upon the campus this season 
under the managership of Tony Comello, 
trainer of Musketeer footbafl teams, 
director of intramural athletics, and a 
highly successful manager of amateur and 
sem-pro baseball teams in Cincinnati for 
many years. 
Nearly fifty students answered Coach 
Comello's call for candidates in early 
spring, and after several weeks of work 
in the fieldhouse, the hopefuls took to the 
re-furbished Xavier di.amond where all 
of the home games were played. Coach 
Comello was fortunate in finding the 
material with which to build a team and 
lost no time in discovering a number of 
talented players who had never before 
had the opportunity to show their wares 
a t Xavier. 
Bob Cummins and Virgil Lagaly proved 
to be exceptional pitchers, and Pie Litz-
inger and Joe Schuster received their 
slants in a finished style. At first base, 
Comello had Joe Aylward and Don Car-
rofl. Joe Blunt was at second with Tom 
Schmitt at short and John Aylward at 
third. 
In the outfield, Art Sheetz patroUed 
the right garden with Jim O'Toole in 
center, and Bifl Russ in left. Performing 
creditably afield behind the fine hurling 
of Cummins and Lagaly, the Musketeers 
were especially remarkable for their hit-
ting ability. 
Playing their first season, the base-
baflers did not play a regular schedule. 
They played mainly against local amateur 
teams and several coflegiate nines in the 
vicinity of Cincinnati. They were able 
to win the majority of these games and 
to paint a bright future for the next 
several years of baseball competition a t 
the University. 
Several important positions will be 
vacated by graduation, notably in the 
pitcher's box, and in left and center field. 
But Coach Comello, a shrewd judge of 
baseball talent, expects to have a repre-
sentative nine in action next spring when 
a full collegiate schedule will be in-
augurated. 
Top Row: Litzinger, Gladstone, Lagaly, Cummins, Carroll, Sills, Russ. 
Bottom Row: Schmitt, Schuster, O'Toole, Boehm, Aylward, Blunt, Sheetz, Klingenberg, Kluska. 
B O B 
W I L K E , 
Coach 
" ^ 
G o l f 
After several years of inactivity, Xavier 
University's golf team was revived this 
season, and despite strong opposition, 
managed to compile a favorable record 
of wins and losses. In conformity with 
the Athletic Department 's expansion pro-
gram. Bob Wilke was appointed coach of 
the golfing contingent. As special in-
structor, the Athletic Department pro-
cured Ed Brophy, professional at Western 
Hills Country Club and one of the ablest 
mentors of the game in the middlewestern 
area. 
An unexpectedly large number of stu-
dents reported to Wilke and Brophy on 
the first day of practice. Among these 
were seniors, juniors, sophomores, and 
freshmen, many of whom had already de-
veloped impressive records in high school 
caddy, and amateur competition. After 
several weeks of tryouts, Wilke selected 
as the nucleus of his team Vince Beckman, 
a senior; Paul Beckman, a junior; and two 
freshmen, Herman Elsaesser and Jack 
Ralstin. This quartet emerged with an 
exceptional record for a team in its first 
year of action. 
Among Xavier's victories were wins 
over Kentucky and Miami, two highly-
touted contingents boasting all-star quar-
tets. The Musketeers twice defeated the 
Kentucky duffers, once at Lexington and 
once m Cincinnati. The only team to 
defeat the Musketeers twice was the 
University of Dayton, one of the best 
aggregations m the State. 
Only one man, Vince Beckman, is lost 
to the team through graduation. With 
the continued fine play of Paul Beckman 
and freshmen Elsaesser and Ralstin and 
the improvement of several of the other 
underclassmen whose only present handi-
cap is inexperience. Coach Wilke expects 
to produce a formidable quartet next 
season when the first complete inter-
collegiate season will be scheduled. 
Lejt to t 0 ^ ^ ' t V \ 
Right: n-l. < & f . H . > ' •  
R a l s t i n , '•..li- , 
P. Beckman, f;'*.--., * 
v . Beckman, ;<•< * 
7 4 - X, 
Elsaesser '$^"\'' '". 
Legion of Honor 
Recognizing the outstanding quality of 
a man who excels in academic pursuits 
as wefl as footbafl, the Athletic Council 
each year presents to the man who most 
approximates their standard, the Legion 
of Honor—the most coveted honor be-
stowed on an Xavier athlete. 
An inspiring leader on the gridiron, an 
"A" student in the classroom, and modest 
gentleman on the campus. Captain Fred 
Nebel was this year selected as Xavier's 
model athlete-student. 
The husky Chicagoan who prepped at 
Fenwick High School in Oak Park, 
Illinois was one of the finest centers in 
the Middle West, all colleges considered. 
In his junior and senior years he was 
chosen Little Ail-American and Afl-Ohio. 
Opposing coaches and players alike lauded 
his alert, all-around play. Xavier fans 
hailed him as the greatest center ever to 
wear the Blue and White. 
Carrying his perspicuity and intelli-
gence into the classroom, Nebel for four 
years ranked among the first ten in his 
class. In his senior year he climaxed a 
brilliant scholastic career by appearing 
on the Honor Roll—an " A " student. 
Rounding out a truly remarkable col-
lege incumbency, Nebel was a member of 
the Student Council, Masque Society, 













P A U L 
GALLAGHER, 
Student Manager 
Cheer-Leaders and Managers 
One of the unsung positions in the 
athletic world at Xavier is that of the 
student manager of a major sport. Day 
after day, week after week, the managers 
must labor quietly and unpretentiously 
behind the scenes, issuing and replacing 
all equipment, supervising the pre-depar-
ture packing and checking of athletic 
accoutrement, working for hours in their 
room in the fieldhouse caring for all the 
odds and ends that multiply as the season 
progresses and more duties arise. 
For the second successive year, the 
position of student manager was shared 
by Paul Gallagher and Tom Schmitt. 
Their service to the athletic department 
cannot be estimated by the spectator at 
the games or the students who see them 
only on game-day sitting on the bench. 
Their work has formed an important cog 
in the successful, business-like operation 
of the athletic department during the 
past year. 
Another orbit of the Xavier athletic 
world which is seldom given to the glory 
of athletic competition is that of the 
cheer-leaders whose duty it is to whip up 
the spirit of the Musketeer rooters. This 
year the positions fell to Frank Dalton, 
E d Kennedy, Herman Ruff, and Joe 
Blunt. 
Clad in neat white uniforms, the cheer-
leaders performed for all home athletic 
encounters and took part in the colorful 
demonstrations arranged for the between-
the-halves interval at several of the foot-
bafl games. Kennedy, Dalton, and Ruff 
completed their third year on the cheer-
ing squad. Capitalizing on their previous 
experience, they were able to make many 
innovations both in cheers and in forma-
tions during the past year. 
Like the managers, they are unsung. 
But in a quiet, unobtrusive way they 
have aided the athletic weal of the 
Umversitv-
C H E E R - L E A D E R S 
Dalton Blunt Kennedy Ruff 
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J^ DVERTISERS . . . the men who make possible this 
" " M U S K E T E E R . . . Cincinnati business men . . . and 
Cincinnati business . . . we thank them for their 
patronage . . . and their interest . . . may this book 
serve to remind its readers of their friendship . . . and 
their interest in Xavier . . . the Oueen City of the West 




COLLEGE OF MOUNT ST. JOSEPHON-THE-OHIO 
A j ally accredited Arts College jo r Women 
Conducted by the Sisters of Charity. For information, address T H E DEAN, Mount St. Joseph, Ohio 
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Our Lady of Cincinnati College 
EDGECLIFF 
Standard Four-Year College for Women 
Conducted by the Religious Sisters of Mercy 
of the 
Province of Cincinnati 
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THE MU5KETEER 
illti5trated v̂sritn 
r l a l l t o n e s and Z/inc Xlvtcm ing5 S' 
c ^ 
m ade b y 
T H E SCHULTZ'GOSIQER CO, 
Sixth and Sycamore Sts. 
Cincinnati, O. 
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^^The downtown residence of Catholic young men 
225 Private Rooms, Rates $4.50 to $6.50 per week 
Cafeteria sending three meals dally 
Complete programs of Social, Cultural, 
Athletic, and Religious Activities. 
THE FENWICK 
Three athletic divisions . . . Special Summer Activities . . . 
Sun Bathing . . . Swimming . . . Tennis . . . Inside Golf Range 
Soft Ball League . . . Track . . . Boxing. 
For complete Injormatlo n and literature write to 
THE FENWICK 
435 COMMERCIAL SQUARE CHerry 1960 
R I G H T R E V . MONSIGNOR R . MARCELLUS WAGNER, General Director 
JOSEPH L I N K , JR . , Director oj Actmiles 







Advanced Accounting Problems 
Advanced Advertising 














Credits and Collections 



















Ohio and Federal Taxation 
Political Science 
Principles of Accounting 
Principles of Economics 
Principles of Journalism 








520 SYCAMORE S T R E E T 
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A r t in Portraiture Photographs that please 
A t prices that attract 
YOUNG & CARL 
Excl usive M^akers ol 
TIFFANYTONE PORTRAITS 
Oeventn and V i n e Sts, v^incmnati^ Onio 
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We WUh to Thank 
The Xavierites 
For Their Patronage 
FECK OIL CORPORATION 
1700 DANA AVENUE 
GASOLENES, OILS, AND LUBRICANTS 
Wholesale and Retail 
Compliments of 
A FRIEND 
THE CINCINNATI ATHLETIC GOODS 
COMPANY, INC. 
641 MAIN STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 
PHONES, CHERRY 4768 - 4769 
^^Everything for the Athlete^^ 
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Maxima Cum Laude 
or leadership in school—and later on in life—good health 
is essential. French-Bauer Ice Cream has won the highest 
praise of physicians, dietitians, and athletic directors for its 
nutritive and general health value. University men should 
make it a part of their regular daily diet. 
FRENCH-BAUER 
I N C O R P O R A T E D 
Ti me 
is only as valuable as the use we make of it. 
In the efficient accomplishment of useful things 
where speed is desirable, your telephone aids 
greatly. 
The Cincinnati and Suburban 
BcII Telephone Company 
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Becker Brothers Company 
Wholesale and Retail 
MEATS 
203 WEST S I X T H S T R E E T 
C H E R R Y 5011 
I t could be your reading light—probably is. Check up on your 
lighting and see. There is no charge for the services of our home 
lighting advisors. They make a few scientific tests and the lighting 
in your home and offer you suggestions for improving it. A phone 
call to MAin 2000—Line 564, will get immediate attention. 
The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company 
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Compliments 
oj 
MARTIN G . DUMLER, President 
The Chatfield & Woods 
Sack Company 




Exclusive Distributors oj 
SUNSHINE FINER VEGETABLES 
GOLD COAST FINER FRUITS 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Xai^ler University Alumm Association 
- 1938 -
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
ARTHUR J. CONWAY 
REV. FRANCIS A. REARDON 
LOUIS J. T U K E 
HON. CLARENCE E . SPRAUL 
THOMAS M . GEOGHEGAN 
JAMES P. BOLGER 
THOMAS A. GALLAGHER 
HARRY H . RIECKELMAN 
EDWARD J. TRACY 
JOHN E . FITZPATRICK 
WILLIAM V. SCHMIEDEKE 
THOMAS J. SCHMIDT 
E . LEO KOESTER 
FRANK X. OVERBECK 
E. T. HURLEY 








"ALUMNI TOPICS" QUARTERLY 
QUARTERLY MEETINGS 
PLACEMENT BUREAU 
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BOAT BUILDER . . . On the Job! 
MAHOGANY for Outboards, Cruisers, Speedboats 
Mahogany Bar Tops 
All kinds Kiln dried Hardwood and Poplar Lumber. 
LUMBER 
W H I T E P I N E - OAKS - CYPRESS 
Special stock for carvings, fine furniture, interior 
finish. Big stock under roof. 
Fine woods from everywhere. 
Come In and look us over 
Chas. F. Shiels & Co. 
CHerry 0239-0240 1251 GEST STREET 
T H E 
DAVITT & HANSER 
Exclusive Representatives jor: 
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENTS 
GIBSON STRING INSTRUMENTS 
Also Dealers jor: 
Olds Trumpets and Trombones 
Vega, Martin and Gretsch Guitars 
Leedy and Ludwig Drums 
Deagan Instruments 
Hohner, M. DeLucia Accordians 
ORCHESTRATIONS 
The Davitt & Hanser 
Music Co. 






'EXCELLENT FOOD AT LOW COST" 
MILLS 
RESTAURANT 
39 EAST FOURTH STREET 






Education is a companion which no mis-
fortune can depress—no crime destroy— 
no enemy alienate—no despotism enslave. 
At home, a friend; abroad, an introduc-
tion; in solitude, a solace; and in society, 
an ornament. Without it, what is man? 
—a splendid slave, a reasoning savage.— 
Varte. 
WITH SINCERE BEST WISHES 
FROM A FRIEND 
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Audits Tax Servlt ervice Systems 
STANLEY A. HITTNER 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 




752-754-756 EAST MCMILLAN STREET 
WALNUT HILLS 
Phone, WOodburn 6275 
For the Highest Quality In 
STEREOTYPE PLATES AND MATS 
Depend Upon 
Western New^spaper Union 
22 EAST TWELFTH STREET 
CHerry 1104 CHerry 1105 
Compliments 
oJ 
A F R I E N D 
HERMAN J. RUFF 
District Sales Agent 
HOBART 
M E A T SLICERS - COFFEE MILLS - MIXERS 
M E A T CHOPPERS - POTATO PEELERS 
DAYTON COMPUTING SCALES 




R. M. TedtmanTailoring Co. 
1234 VINE STREET 
Vit t & Stermer , Inc . 
FUNERAL SERVICE 
CHEVIOT FAIRMOUNT 
Telephone, WAbash 0787 
RIVERSIDE 
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Best Wishes to the 
1938 Class 
T h e J. H . F i e lman 
D a i r y Co . 
The Wm. F. Hausman Co. 
INCORPORATED 
Projltable Alerchandise jor Particular Merchants 
SECOND AND RACE STREETS 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Telephone, CHerry 4664 - 4665 
Cincinnati Scientific Co. 
Scientific Mater ia ls 
WM. J. F . ROLL 
General Agent 
MUTUAL TRUST 
LIFE I N S U R A N C E COMPANY 
"As Falthjul as Old Falthjul" 




M a r s h a l l a n d C a r d i n a s 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
809 RACE STREET C H E R R Y 6635 
Painting, Interior Decoration, 
Furn dure Rejln Ish Ing 
Laboratory Supplies 
F i n e C h e m i c a l s 
2 2 4 M A I N S T R E E T 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Jas. P. Bolger Coal Co 
"Super Fuel Since 1895" 
9 3 5 E N Q U I R E R B U I L D I N G 
JIM BOLGER, '29 CHerry 4760 - 4761 
GREIWE. INC 
Telephone, AVon 2461 
2426 - 2432 READING ROAD 
Compliments 
of 
A F R I E N D 
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The Dorst Company 
Manujactarers oj 
CLASS R I N G S AND P I N S 
College and Society Jewelry 
Sport Charms — Plaques — Statuettes 
Special attention given to local school, club and 
fraternity pins. We invite your suggestions. 
Designs furnished upon request. 
2100 READING ROAD CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Phone, MAin 0511 
Perkins & Geoghegan 
(INCORPORATED) 
W. R. Perkins Geo. B. Maggini 
Thos. M. Geoghegan Thos. F. Mooney 
Walter S. Schmidt Wm. T. Nienaber 
T. M. Kilday Elmer F. Strategier 
Second Ftoor 




iRLSTAL RANT EQUIPMENT 
i f ] 7 i l Edst Court St" ^ 
CINCINNATI.0. 
^ ^ ^ 3 
ST. ANTHONY MESSENGER 
Ttie Popular Cattiolic Monttity 
Published by the FRANCISCAN F A T H E R S 
Contains 64 pages of interesting and instructive reading 
matter. Illustrated stories and articles written by well-
known writers—snappy, up-to-the-minute articles on cur-
rent topics of the day. Items of interest to keep you posted 
concerning important Catholic happenings, also articles 
distinctly Franciscan—of interest to members of the Third 
Order of St. Francis and to devotees of St. Anthony. 
SUBSCRIPTION: $3.00 P E R YEAR 
Send for Sample Copy 
Address 






1615 REPUBLIC STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 
The F. H. Blome Company 
C O M M I S S I O N M E R C H A N T S 
1008 - 1010 RACE STREET 
Telephones PArkway 4037 - 4038 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 





T I R E & BATTERY CO. 
Specialists In Body and Fender Work 
2020 CENTRAL PARKWAY PArkway 9275 
BERTKE 
E L E C T R I C COMPANY, INC. 
CONTRACTORS 
Light and Power Wiring - Motor Repairs 
Phone, MAin 3747 835 W E S T SIXTH STREET 
PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT 
Quality Food at Moderate Prices 
J234 EAST SIXTH STREET 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Phone, WOodburn 7311 Night Phone, MElrose 709? 
"We Nei>er Close" 
SCHANTZ MOTOR COMPANY 
GAS AND O I L 
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Phones, CHerry 8815-9815 
EMMETT DUFFY 
DRUGGIST 







GENERAL ATHLETIC REPAIR CO. 
P H I L I P GIRSHON, Proprietor 
Laceless Balls Our Spec Laity 
Phone, CHerry 4366 
1810 FREEMAN A V E N U E CINCINNATI, O H I O 
DRADDY'S DRUG STORE 
SIXTH AND SYCAMORE STREETS 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Phone, CHerry 9041 
Compliments 
oj 
Dillon & Mayer Rug Cleaning Co. 
MElrose 1432 
Wood Boxes are Dependable" 
The McWilliams & Sciiulte Box and 
Lumber Co. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
BEN FLEGE, Jr., COAL COMPANY 
Wholesale and Retail 
COAL AND C O K E 
318 M A I N STREET 
Phone, VAlley 2796 READING, OHIO 
FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE 
528 E L M STREET 
Distributors oj " C O N N " Band Instruments. 
See us for your musical needs. 
GATTO AND COMPANY 
Dealers in 
FANCY F R U I T S A N D VEGETABLES 
232-234-236 W E S T SIXTH STREET 
CINCINNATI, O H I O 
MIKE^S BARBER SHOP 
Expert in all kinds of Hair Cutt ing 
Give us a Trial - We are sure to Please 
3923 M A I N AVENUE NORWOOD, OHIO 
CHerry 4453 MAin 0337 
NUGENT SAND COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 
OHIO R I V E R SAND AND GRAVEL 
Doctcs, Elevator, R. R. Switcties 
CLAY AND RIVER ROAD LOUISVILLE, K Y . 
AL. H. GUETHLEIN 
GENERAL INSURANCE 
814 PROVIDENT BANK BUILDING 
Office, CHerry 3856 - Residence, MOntana 0617 
VISIT T H E W I L L I S M U S I C COMPANY N E W 
P H O N O G R A P H R E C O R D D E P A R T M E N T 
VICTOR - COLUMBIA - B R U N S W I C K 
Including Classical - Popular - Dance - Swing Records 
Sound-Prooj Boottis jor your Convenience 
THE WILLIS MUSIC COMPANY 
137 W E S T FOURTH STREET Phone, M A I N 5095-6-7 
Music of all Publistiers 
See 
BUD O'LEARY 
And Save On 
TIRES 
J. A. BROUWER & CO. 
TWELFTH AND WALNUT STREETS 
Compliments oj 
THOMAS E. WOOD 
GENERAL INSURANCE 
2810 CAREW TOWER 
THE BARNEY BUNKE & SONS CO. 
COAL, COKE, P O U L T R Y F E E D 
HAY, GRAIN, FLOUR AND SALT 
S E E D AND F E R T I L I Z E R S 
1459 - 1461 HARRISON A V E N U E 
Phone, WAbash 1728 
MESSMAN - WENSTRUP 
TAILORS - CLOTHIERS 
611 M A I N STREET 
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Compliments 
oj 
H. J. IHLENDORF & SONS 
VESTER DRUG CO. 
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS 
Establistied 38 Years 
CORNER FIFTH AND BROADWAY 
Phones, CHerry 8986 - 8987 
OHIO PHARMACY 
838 WEST EIGHTH STREET CINCINNATI, 0 . 
Purity and Accuracy oj our Prescriptions Guaranteed 
Phone, CHerry 4195 for Quick Delivery 
JFe Appreciate 
Your Patronage 
MOORMEIER^S DAIRY BAR 
The Home Steam Linen Supply Co. 
210-14 EAST NINTH STREET 
CHerry 3011 
RAY LIPPERT 
LIPPERT BUICK COMPANY 
4300 MONTGOMERY ROAD NORWOOD, OHIO 




THE FOY PAINT CO., Inc. 
Makers oj 
PAINTS - VARNISHES - LACQUERS 
Telephone, MElrose 4270 
Compliments 
oj 
J. D. CLOUD & CO. 




LYNCH FISH AND POULTRY CO. 
212 - 214 WEST SIXTH STREET 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Phones, MAin 3114 - PArkway 1443 
HARRY A. WOESTMAN 
DRUGGIST 
Corner River Road and Ft. Thomas Avenue 
Phone, Hlland 0431 - 0944 
Service - Quality - Accuracy 
F T . THOMAS, KENTUCKY 
"Ij it's jor Ifie Ojjice - We tiave it" 
THE ROXY PRESS 
F'ine Commercial Printing - Stationery 
Office Supplies and Equipment 
SIXTH F L O O R , 1 2 1 OPERA PLACE 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
JANSEN COMPANY 
ROOFING AND FURNACE WORK 
2109 GILBERT AVENUE 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
INSTALL A RAY BURNER 
In your furnace now; heat with oil and enjoy strictly 
automatic heat. 
KEENAN OIL AND FUEL CO. 
CINCINNATI 
For Your Parties and Every Day 
LINDNER BROS. 
ICE CREAM 
3740 MONTGOMERY ROAD 
Phone, JEfferson 0450 
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PRINTERS AND BOOK PUBLISHERS 
SINCE 1897 
THE MOUNTEL PRESS CO. 
1 0 0 6 S Y C A M O R E S T R E E T 
C I N C I N N A T I , O H I O 
THIS ANNUAL PRINTED AND BOUND BY US 
G. EDWARD FERN 
GEORGE E. FERN CO. 
Convention and Exposition 
Contractors and Decorators 
1252-1254 Elm Street 
Phone, PArkway 5584 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
I. N. PRICE & CO. 
W H O L E S A L E F R U I T S AND VEGETABLES 
Our Specialty 
Restaurants, Hotels and Institutions 
224 W E S T SIXTH STREET CHerry 2179-2198 
ATHLETE OR AESTHETE . . . 
. . . you'll like Miller skilfully designed pins, rings, emblems 
and charms for college organizations . . . smart jewelry and 
merchandise favors for dances and other social events. 
In fact, for any type of fine jewelry, its Miller all the way. 
GORDON B. MILLER & COMPANY 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
WILLIAM T. BURNS 





SCHULZE BAKING CO. 
BUTTER-NUT BREAD 
Dolly Madison Cakes 
THE KUHLMANN HARDWARE CO. 
CABINET AND BUILDERS HARDWARE 
1318-22 M A I N STREET 
CHerry 0301 - 0302 
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 
ALFRED T. GEISLER 
JOHN C. THOMPSON, 'II 
JOHN E. FITZPATRICK 
Lawyer 
601-602 Schmidt Building 
Fifth and Main Streets 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JAMES FARRELL 
DR. JAMES J. FAY, '22 
111^ East Eighth Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
EDWARD T. DIXON 
603-607 St. Paul Building 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
FRANKLIN BENS, B.M. 
3315 RENFRO AVENUE 
Director oj Xavier University Clej Club 
ANDREW J. SCHMIDT, '32 
T H E SCHMIDT-DHONAU COMPANY 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
Reading, Ohio 
P. LINCOLN MITCHELL 
DR. J. HOMER HUSCHART 
316 Mercantile Library Building 
Cincinnati, Ohio 






A. J. LINNEMAN, '09 
The Bachmeyer-Lutmer Press Co. 
436 Commercial Square 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
FRED C. LAMPING 
Attorn ey-at- LJU W 
Traction Building 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
PAUL E. GOSIGER, '27 
Schultz-Goslger Co. 
SIXTH AND SYCAMORE STREETS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JOHN W. KILCOYNE, '31 
LAWRENCE H. KYTE, '21 
Attorney-at- Law 
915 Mercantile Library Building 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JOSEPH A. VERKAMP 
The Verkamp Clothing Co. 
Fifth and Plum Streets 
EDW. P. VONDERHAAR 
Director oj Publicity 
Alumni Secretary 
Xavier University 
WILLIAM J. RIELLY 
915 Mercantile Library Building 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
EDWIN F. THORBURN 
Certljled Public Accountant 
Finance Building 
Phone, SOuth 6456 NEWPORT, KENTUCKY 
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 
F. E. R. 
AUGUST SCHAEFER 
Director oj Xavier University Band 
Compliments 
oj 
DR. WILLIAM J. TOPMOELLER 
A.B. 1908 
CHAS. F. WHEELER, '28 
Department oj English 
Xavier University 
J. PAUL GEOGHEGAN 
First National Bank Building 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
EDWARD J. SCHULTE 
Architect 
920 East McMillan Street 
ANTHONY C. ELSAESSER 
VINCENT H. BECKMAN 
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 
EDWARD R. DORR 
THOMAS A. GALLAGHER 
LOUIS A. GINOCCHIO 
Attorney-at- Law 
St. Paul Building 
LAWRENCE A. POETKER 
Attorney-at-Law 
Second National Bank Building 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
FRANK A. BEITING 
Optician 
Union Central Building 
Compliments 
oj 
NICHOLAS J. HOBAN 
HERBERT H. JANSZEN, '28 
Insurance 
Representing The Travelers, Hartjord, Conn. 
1313-30 Carew Tower 
Compliments 
oj 
DR. FRANCIS F. KRAMER 
DR. J. T. CLEAR 
1624 Freeman Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
DR. R. SIEGEL 
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Senior Class of 1937-38 
BAEHNER, WILLIAM JOSEPH 5128 Silver Street Norwood, O. 
BAKER, THADDEUS LOUIS 302 West Leith Avenue Fort Wayne, Ind. 
* BECKMAN, VINCENT HENRY 535 Purcell Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
BENSON, EDWARD CLARENCE 919 Chateau Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
BERNING, JACK ALBERT 2327 Burnet Avenue Cincinnnati, O. 
BOOTH, FRANCIS HENRY 3465 Boudinot Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
BRUCH, GEORGE DANIEL 811 Maiden Lane Roanoke, Va. 
BUNKE, VINCENT FRANCIS 719 Purcell Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
^ CLEMEN, RUDOLPH JOSEPH 3111 Glendora Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
COLLINS, CYRIL LOUIS . . 3615 Trimble Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
CUMMINS, ROBERT EDWARD 5415 Potomac Avenue Chicago, 111. 
DoHONEY, HOWARD CARL 1319 Franklin Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
DYER, FRANCIS JOHN 555 West Madison Avenue Youngstown, O. 
ENNEKING, CHARLES JOHN 2717 Eden Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
• FERGUSON, WILBERT ALOYSIUS 1609 Clarewood Avenue Cincinnati, 0 . 
FLAMM, ELMER CHARLES 47 East McMicken Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
FLICK, JAMES GEORGE 2819 Inverness Place Cincinnati, O. 
FOGARTY, JOHN EDWARD 3330 Trimble Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
GEERS, EDWARD JOSEPH 759 Wakefield Drive Cincinnati, O. 
GORMAN, THOMAS WILLIAM 321 West Leith Street Fort Wayne, Ind. 
GRISWOLD, ALEXANDER VIETS 1531 South Fourth Street Louisville, Ky. 
HANRAHAN, FRANK ROGER Lake Shore Hotel, 
12506 Edgewater Drive Lakewood, O. 
HARTLAUB, ROBERT JOHN 2929 Euclid Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
•^HAUSMAN, JAMES JOSEPH 4339 Ridgeview Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
HEFELE, PAUL JOSEPH 3439 Duncan Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
HOFFMANN, ROBERT JAMES 2 Glenway Avenue Fort Thomas, Ky. 
HOLLEY, CLARENCE FRANCIS 3545 Bevis Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
KELLY, PAUL MICHAEL 4210 Fergus Street Cincinnati, O. 
'- KENNEDY, EDWARD JOHN, JR 1267 Parkway Drive Covington, Ky. 
KILEY, WILLIAM ALBERT North Bend and Winton Roads Cincinnati, O. 
' KUCIA, FRANK STANIULAUS 2954 East Fifty-ninth Street Cleveland, O. 
KUHLMANN, LAWRENCE EGIDIUS 296 McCormick Place Cincinnati, O. 
LAGALY, VIRGIL RALPH 1022 Considine Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
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•̂  LAMPE, ROBERT JOSEPH 2906 Fischer Place Cincinnati, O. ' 
LETT, THOMAS JAMES 104 Tenth Avenue Dayton, Ky. 
LINDENMEYER, PAUL LAWRENCE 207 Boehringer Avenue Batesville, Ind. 
LINNEMAN, ROBERT BERNARD 1305 Meier Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
' ^MACEWEN, DONALD KENNETH 2138 Cleneay Avenue Norwood, O. 
^^AHONEY, JAMES PHILIP 4644 West Superior Street Chicago, 111. 
MCGOWAN, JACK PATRICK 314 Purcell Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
MEYER, ROBERT FRANCIS 714 Enright Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
' ^NEBEL, H . FREDERIC 2135 Caton Street Chicago, 111. 
O'CONNOR, JOHN FRANCIS 5110 Sheridan Road Chicago, 111. 
O'CONNOR, LAWRENCE VINCENT 4214 Twenty-ninth Street Cincinnati, O. 
^ M C E V O Y , CHARLES LUCIEN 5555 Sheridan Road Chicago, 111 . 
O'ToLLE, JAMES EDWARD 2824 Tremont Road Louisville, Ky. 
OVERBECK, GEORGE EDWARD 584 Elberon Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
V PETTIGREW, VINCENT RAYMOND 522 Stanton Avenue Springfield, O. 
PFAHLER, CHARLES VERGIL 3907 Gilbert Avenue Latonia, Ky. 
RAGLAND, HOWARD NICHOLAS 3547 Bayard Drive Cincinnati, O. 
RANDAL, ROBERT GLENN 331 Foote Avenue Bellevue, Ky. 
REARDON, JOHN CAMILLUS 656 Nelson Place Newport, Ky. 
RooNEY, TERENCE JOSEPH 1041 Kinmont Street Cincinnati, O. 
"̂  R U F F , HERMAN GEORGE 4319 Ridgeview Avenue. Cincinnati, O. 
"̂  Russ, WILLIAM ROBERT Salem Pike, Mt. Washington Cincinnati, O. 
SCHACK, JOHN TOBIAS 818 Park Avenue Newport, Ky. "-
SCHUHMANN, JOSEPH RICHARD 1214 Barret Avenue Louisville, Ky. 
SCHWEER, L E O JOSEPH, JR 213 Eighth Avenue Dayton, Ky. 
SELZER, PAUL ANTHONY 307 Paxton Avenue Loveland, O. 
SILLS, HARRY RAYMOND 225 Cedarville Street Pittsburgh, Pa. 
SMITH, VINCENT EDWARD 305 Shepherd Avenue Lockland, O. 
STANGER, WILLIAM ALBERT 10 Sterling Avenue Fort Thomas, K y 
STEPHAN, ALBERT ANTHONY 3048 Cleinview Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
STERMER, JOHN JOSEPH, JR 1824 Westwood Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
STOESER, CLETUS JOHN 2868 Dirheim Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
STROHOFER, CLIFFORD JOHN 1735 Minion Avenue Cincinnati, O. 
SULLIVAN, REGIS JAMES 825 Bradshaw Avenue East Liverpool, O. 
'"' TRAME, PAUL JOSEPH 2218 Cameron Avenue Norwood, O. 
YOUNG, EUGENE JACOB 115 Depot Avenue Osgood, Ind. 
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